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Introduction
The motivation of this thesis originates from my mathematics undergraduate 
studies. The study material included existence theorems that were written for 
linear ordinary differential equations. The strategy was to study foundations 
of mathematics so that it is easy to interpret, analyze and solve natural laws. 
Partial differential equations, that describe natural phenomena mathematically, 
have an important role in the study of natural sciences.
It is known that the heat equation has an explicit solution formula and that 
Maxwell equations are linear and electromagnetic waves transversal. However, 
properties of Navier-Stokes equations were almost completely beyond my hori­
zon. I had learned that many natural laws can be formulated using differential 
operators, that have eigenfunctions and eigenvalues.
Dispersitivity was problem to me. I knew that Maxwell equations may have 
singular solutions. I thought that they might be too difficult to handle mathe­
matically and hence research on existence of solutions of Navier-Stokes equations 
might be a better approach to mathematical analysis of natural laws.
Some well-known existence theorems, that are written for solutions of ordi­
nary differential equations, are based on uniform convergence. Picard-Lindelöf 
-iteration method is an example. It is also known that engineers apply Laplace 
and Fourier transform methods to solve differential and partial differential equa­
tions. I decided to apply the system, that is, to transform the equation system, 
solve it in Fourier-domain and inverse transform the solution. I thought that if 
the strategy is successful, it proves the existence and uniqueness of solutions of 
Navier-Stokes equations.
My aim was to show Fourier inversion theorem. For that purpose I needed 
a suitable topic for my thesis. I thought that a sufficient condition for getting 
such a topic is to find an application that is based on the use of a convolution 
formula, that applies separation of convolution and Fourier inversion theorem. 
One of the professors of our university said during a lecture, that someone could 
try to show the existence of solutions of Navier-Stokes equations, because the 
research in our university is centered mainly around analysis. I noticed that 
Navier-Stokes equations contain a product term, that will be transformed into 
convolution. I was quite sure that Fourier inversion theorem would be applied 
in some stage of the analysis. After some unsuccesful trials, I finally succeeded 
to find a supervisor.
I planned to transform the equation system, apply the convolution formula 
mentioned above, iterate a solution using properties of the transfer function of 
the subsidiary equation and inverse transform the limit to obtain a solution. The 
first two steps succeeded, but, unfortunately, the iteration was not successful 
and hence I did not succeed to show the existence and uniqueness of solutions 
of Navier-Stokes equations. Instead of that, I found a subsidiary equation and 
estimates.
The proof of the convolution formula applies Fourier inversion theorem. I no­
ticed accidentally that my study material did not contain any version of Fourier 
inversion theorem with suitable assumptions and hence gained the possibility 
to show it myself. I found assumptions that fit to the problem but covered also
i
some important examples of plain transfer functions.
Chapter 1
Some Fourier analysis tools
1.1 Definitions and lemmas
Definition 1.1. The set of all functions / : R -*• C is X. The set of all scalar 
fields x : R3 —> C is H. The set R3 \ {O}3 is S. The set of all scalar fields 
x : S —> C is V. The set of all complex numbers z with Im(z) < 0 is П-. The 
set of all complex numbers z with Im(z) > 0 is П+. The set S x П~ is Z. The 
set of all scalar fields / : S x R —> C is W.
Definition 1.2. Assume n € N. Arithmetic operation • : Cn x C" —> C is 
defined by П
X ■ y =
i=l
The operation ■ is a commutative product operation and it is called dot 
product.
Lemma 1.3. For dot product ■ : Cn x Cn —> C we have the inequality
\x-y\< MM-
Proof: We calculate
к-2/1 ^XiPi < 5^ki3/«l = - 53k<l
¿=1
MM
i=l i=l ■ i=l
¿Ml2
and obtain the claim. □
The inequality of the Lemma 1.3 is called Schwartz inequality. 
Definition 1.4. We define scalar product ■ from C" x R to Cn by
[x ■ a]к = Mk • a
For notational convenience we write xa instead of x ■ a.
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Lemma 1.5. We have the equation
xa — ax
Proof: We calculate
[xa\k = xka = ax к = [ax]k
and obtain the claim. □
Definition 1.6. Function x : Rn —> C is smooth, if it is infinitely differentiable. 
The set of all smooth functions is C'°°(Rn).
Definition 1.7. The set of all bounded functions x e C°°(Rn) is BC°°{Rn).
Definition 1.8. The set of all Schwartz test functions on R is S'. The set of 
all Schwartz test functions on Rn is S'n.
Cn is continuous. Then we have
For further details see [9].





Proof: Fix r £ R and í > 0. Fix 6 > 0 such that |/(x') - /(x)| < § for every 
x' 6 (x - 6, x + 6). Take any h such that 0 < |/i| < ó. We calculate
(1.1)
i rx+h
- J f(t)dt - f{x)
= \L
<
^ J f(x + t)dt - f{x) 
Ï1J0 ^x + t^~^x^dt
г f (f(x + ht) - f(x))hdt
h Jo
(/(x + ht) - f{x))dt




This shows the claim. □
Definition 1.10. We define
К : R3 C, iF(x) = |¿N
< e.
S X 7¿0 
x = 0
withDefinition 1.11. Assume d = 3. The set of all functions f € C2 
bounded absolutely integrable derivatives of all orders (including zero) and esti 
mates
|/(x)| < C|x|2-d, C>0
|V/(x)| < D|x|-2, D> 0
is denoted by V.
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Theorem 1.12. Assume that f 6 V. Assume
u{x)= / K{y)f{x — y)dy. 
Jr3
Then we have the equation
dku{x) = f K{y)dkf{x -y)dy. 
J R3
for every к 6 {1,2} for every i 6 {1, 2,3}. 
Proof: Define
úki(x)= [ К{у)дк f(x - y)dy 
Jr3
for k e {1,2}. To show the continuity of vff, assume j 6 {1,2,3} and teR. We 
calculate
[ \K{y)djd^f{x -y + tej)\dy = [ \K(y)djd£f(x - у + te^dy
Jr3 Jb{ од)




[ \K{y)\\djdkf{x -y + tej)\dy
Jb( од)








+ / T-/(a: - У + tCj)\dy
Jr3
for every t e R. It is known, that Z3 is countable. Hence the set R3 is ст-compact 
and the space R3 a cr-finite measure space with Lebesgue measure. The interval 
[0, h] is clearly a cr-finite measure space with Lebesgue measure. Assumptions 
imply, that the latter integral in the change of order of integration below is 
absolutely convergent. We calculate using Pubini’s theorem (Theorem 8.8 in 
[11]) to obtain
úk(x + hej) -vl¡(x) = í K{y)d'ff{x + hej-y)dy
J к3
- f K(y)dkf(x-y)dy 
JR3
3
= í K(y){.d¡f(x + hej — y) — d¡f{x — y))dy 
Jr3
= í K{y){d?f{x -y + hej) - dlff (x - y))dy 
Jr3
= [ К (y) í djd¡f{x - y + tej)dtdy
Jr3 Jo
= f f K(y)djd¡f(x - y + tej)dtdy 
Jr3 Jo
= í f K(y)djd¡f(x — y + tej)dydt.
Jo Jr3
We estimate further and obtain
|úf(x + hej) — ú*(x)| = I í [ K{y)djd^f{x-y + tej)dydt
I Jo Jr3




í I í K(y)djd¡ f(x — y + htej)dyh
Jo I Jr3
í I í K{y)djd¡f(x — y + htej)dy
Jo I Jr3
f [ \K(y)djd!ff(x — y + htej)\dy\h\dt
Jo Jr3
í CiJtk\h\dt = Citj,k\h\-> 0
Jo
as h approactes to 0. This shows that tt£ is continuous with respect to the 
component j for every j 6 {1,2,3}. Hence ú'l is continuous. Assumptions 
imply, that the latter integral in the change of order of integration below is 
absolutely convergent. We calculate using Fubini’s theorem (Theorem 8.8 in 
[11]) and Theorem 1.9 to obtain
u(x + hei) - u(x) = / K(y)f(x + hei - y)dy - f K(y)f{x-y)dy
Jr3 Jr3
= f (K(y)f(x + hei - y) - K{y)f{x - y))dy 
Jr3
= [ K{y){f{x + hei -y)- f{x - y))dy
Jr3
= [ K{y){f(x-y + hei)-f{x-y))dy
Jr3
= [ K(x-y){f{y + hei)-f{y))dy
Jr3
= [ K(x — y) [ dif{y + tei)dtdy
Jr3 Jo
/ ÍK{x - y)dif{y + tei)dtdy
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— f [ K(x - y)dif{y + tejdydt = f í K(y)dif(x - y+ tei)dydt 
Jo Jr3 Jo Jr3
= f f K{y)dif(x + te, - y)dydt = i ú-(z + te¿)dt.
Уо Ук3 Уо
We calculate the derivative of и to the direction e¿ and obtain
^ , x u(z + hei) - u z)ôjU(z) = hm----------- ------------v ' h-> o h
1 í^1
= Um — / ú¿(z + te¿)df 
л-о h Уо
= úi(z) = [ K(y)dif{x-y)dy.
Jr3
In a similar way we obtain
д?и(х)=[ К(y)dff(x — y)dy.
Jr3
This shows the claim. □
Theorem 1.13. Assume that f € V and
A'f(x) = —f f(x — x')-^—dx'.
4tt yR3 |z'|
Then we have the equation
ДД7 = /
Proof: Define
u(z) = [ K(x — y)f(y)dy.
Jr3
According to the definition we have
u(z) = [ K(x -y)f(y)dy = [ K(y)f(x — y)dy
Jr3 Jr3




Au(z) = í ¿ d2u (z) = ¿ at2u(z) = ¿ / K(y)dif(x ~ V)dV 
L t=i -I t=i ¿=1 *'®3
z- 3 Z- 3
= / Y'K{y)dff{x-y)dy= / K(y)^2d?f(x-y)dy
Jr3 ~y Jr3 i=1
= [ K(y) ^d2/ (x-y)dy = [ K{y)Af{x - y)dy.
Jr3 l~[ J Ук3
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Fix e > 0. We have / 6 C2(B(0,e) ) and / 6 (^(^(O, e)c). We also have 





where d = 3. We calculate using Theorem 14.3 in [1]
Au(x) = [ K(y)Af{x -y)dy
J R3
= f K(y)Af(x — y)dy + Í K(y)Af(x-y)dy
Ук3\в(о,б) Jb{ о,б)
= [ K(y)?f(x-y)dy- [ VK(y)Vyf(x-y)dy
JdB{ 0,e) au Ju3\B(0,e)
+ [ K{y)Af(x - y)dy 
J B(0,e)
= [ K{y)^-{x - y)dy - [ ^-{y)f{x-y)dy
JdB(0,e) dv JdB(0,e)
+ [ AK(y)f(x - y)dy + [ K(y)Af(x — y)dy
Ук3\в(о,б) Jb( о,б)
= Ie + J¿ + Ke + Le
and analyze terms 7e, Je, Ke, Lt separately to obtain results















- [ ^-(y)f{x - y)dy = - [ VK{y)-vf{x-y)dy
JdB(0,e) ^ JdB(0,e)
- f [тГГГч • ~Tlf(x-y)dy
JdЭВ( 0,б)
A, =










1/1 Jb{ о,б K{y)Af(x - y)dy 7VB(0,e) K{y)Af(x-y)
/Jb( 0,e) K(y) Af{x - y) dy- \\Af\\dyJB{0,б) 4-7Г\y\
^||A/Il47rr2^= ^е2||Д/||->°, e —► 0. 
Au(x) = —/(x)
/(x) = —Au(x) = -A(-A'f)(x) = AA'f(x)
f = ДА7-
This shows the claim. □
Corollary 1.14. The Laplacian A : A'V —> H has right inverse
A-1 : V —> A'V, A~1u(x) = — -j- [ u{x - x')-—dx'.
4tt yR3 |x I
Proof: Fix и € V. We define
and calculate
Hence
A'u(x) = f u(x — x')j-—rdx' 
4тг Ущз |x'|
(AA')u = AA'u = и = /и.
(ДД')и = /и
for every и & V and we obtain
ДА' = I.
This shows the claim. □
Definition 1.15. We define function
д : M —► (C,
t < 0 
t > 0
The function p is step function. 
Definition 1.16. We define operator
та : X —► X, rax(t) = x(t — a).
The operator та is translation.
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Lemma 1.17. Translation та is linear and bounded. 
Proof: We calculate
ra{x + y)(t) 
ra(x + y)
(x + y){t - a) = x(t - a) + y(t - a) = rax(t) + ray(t) 




(cx)(t - a) = cx(t - a) = crax(t) - (crax)(t)
CTqX
||tqx|| = sup|rQx(i)| =sup|x(f-a)| =sup|x(t)| = ||x||
teR teR teR
Ural I = SUp ||Tax|| = SUp ||x|| = SUp 1 = 1.
11*11 = 1 11*11 = 1 11*11=1
This shows the claim. □
Definition 1.18. We define a special function with the name sine. The defini­
tion is given by sine
1 Г
sinc(f) = —
The function sine is called sine cardinal.
Lemma 1.19. We have the equation
, . sinfirt)smc(t). -Л-1
for every t ф- 0.




ewtdxj = — 2tt . -e** = —-(eiTt - е~ш) = it 2?r itx
sin(Trt)
7TÍ
This shows the claim. □
Lemma 1.20. The function sine is continuous.
Proof: Assume x / 0. Then sine is continuous at x by Lemma 1.19. Assume 
x = 0. We calculate using Lemma 1.19 to obtain
sinc(x) = sinc(O) = f elul0du> = 1 = lim = lim sinc(t).
w w 2tt J_n t-»o 7Xt t-X
Hence sine is continuous at x. This completes the proof. □




sincH) - ¿ £ e-"1"’«* - ¿ /f e-'-X-Hív) = ¿
= sinc(í) 
to obtain the claim. □
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Theorem 1.22. (Cauchy uniform convergence criterion for integrals)
Assume that a £ R and f e X and I С К is a finite interval. Then the integral
(1.2)
converges uniformly to a limit h 6 C(I) if and only if
Ve > 0 3M > 0 s.t. Mi, M2 > M Vx € I.
Proof: “=s>” Assume that the integral (1.2) converges uniformly to a limit h 6 
C(I). Fix e > 0. Set Ki such that
/(x, t)dt Vx 6 I,
whenever Mi> K\. Set K2 such that
/(x, t)dt Vx 6 I,
whenever M2 > K2. Set M = max{Ffi,K2}. Take M\ > M and M2 > M. We 





/ f{x,t)dt + / f(x,t)dt 
I J Mi •/ о
/»Mi /»oo
- / f(x,t)dt+ / f(x,t)dt 
Ja J a
/»М2 /»oo
+ / x(t)dt — I f(x,t)dt
i /».Mi /*00j J f(x,t)dt - J f(x,t)dt
/
М2 /»OO
f(x,t)dt - J f(x,t)dt
e б x,
< 5 + 2=c' Viei
and obtain the forward implication. 
“<i=” Assume that




< e, Vx e L
Fix e > 0. Set e* = 2 Take a sequence ATn, n € N such that Ffn < IVn+i,
n 6 N and Kn —> 00, n —> 00. Take a subsequence Knk such that
I /"Мз,к
Mi k 1 M2ifc > КПк =Ф- / /(x, t)dt
I ^м1Л




Cfc(x) = / f(x,t)dt, x G I.
J a
Fix é > 0. Fix N еП such that 2~N < é. Take m,n > N. We calculate






53 / f(x,t)dt- f(x,t)dt
i -'a У a
n rO. f^nj
53 / f(x,t)dt+ / f(x,t)dt
j=m+1 “'Ar"i-i
n i n i /■-K4j
53 / /(x,t)di < 53 / f{x,t)dt
j=m+1 jKni-i I J)=m+1 I jKni-\
< ¿ e,.! = ¿ 2-j < 2-m < 2-n < 6, Ух e I
j=m+1 j=m+l
e.ЦСп-Cmll = SUp |(Cn - Cm)(x)| < SUpé = 
z6/ z€/
This shows that the sequence Ck is a Cauchy sequence. Theorem 1.5-5 in [7] 
shows that C(I) is complete. Hence c/¡ converges uniformly to a continuous 
limit, h. Fix к eZ+ such that
! f f(x,t)dt-h(x) < ^, Ух e I
IЛ 2
and 2~(fc+1) < §. Take any M > КПк. We calculate
I /"At I rM
/ f(x,t)dt-h(x) = / f(x,t)dt-h(x)+ / /(x,
I У а I У а У ^nfc
I /■*“* I 7M
< / f(x,t)dt-h(x) + / f(x,t)dt
I 7o I
< |+« = | + 2-(‘«><| + i=e, Vxe/.
This shows that the integral (1.2) converges uniformly to the limit h and com­
pletes the proof. □
Lemma 1.23. Assume continuous functions Хм '■ [a, b] —* C and a function 
x : [a, b] —► C such that x = limм-юо xm where the convergence is uniform. 
Then we have the equation
t)dt
/ lim xm (t)dt = lim / xm (t)dt. 
Ja М-ЮО М—юо Ja
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Proof: We have
x = lim хм i
М—кх>
where M is a continuous-valued variable. Take any e > 0. There is Mq > 0 s.t. 
||x - xM\\ < e for every M € R, M > M0. Set N0 = [M0]. Then for every 
N e N, JV > iV0 we have ||x - xjv[| < e, that is
x = lim Xjv,
N—+00
where N is integer-valued. Theorem 7.12 in [10] implies, that the function x is 
continuous as a limit, of a uniformly convergent sequence of continuous functions. 
Hence x is Riemann-integrable. Assume that M —» oo. We calculate
I rb rb I rb rb
/ XM(t)dt- / lim XM(t)dt = / XM(t)dt - / x(t)dt
I Ja Ja M^co \ Ja Ja
I fb
= / {xM {t) - x(t))dt
I Ja
I íb
= / {хм — x)(t)dt
I J a




< Í sup |xm - x\(t)dt = f ||xm - x\\dt = (b - а)||хм - x|| —> 0.
Ja t€[a,b] Ja
This shows the claim. □
Lemma 1.24. We have the equation
M pooII oo pMe~tx(e~lt - e“) dxdt -rj e-tx{e~xt -ext)dtdx. (1.3)
Proof: To show the claim we define
rM pooJVl




I = e-tl||e-it — ert| dxdt
1 I Z1 I- /
Í 1 /-i*
pM pOO pivl p<
/ / \e-tx(e~u - eu)\dxdt = / /
Jo Jo Jo Jo
pM poo pM i i
= / / |e_fx| dx|e_it — ei4| dt = / -
Jo Jo Jo I f
pM 1/^1 I гЛ/ I pi I pM pi
= / / — eitw di = / / eitu,Av di < / / |eitu,|do;dt
Jo I Jo I J—1 I Jo J-l
/>1 fM
= / / ldtudt = / 2dt = 2M e R.
Jo J-l Jo
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This shows that the left hand side integral of the equation (1.3) converges ab­
solutely. Recall that Fubini’s theorem is formulated for Lebesgue integral. Real 
numbers R is a cr-compact set because it is a countable union of compact inter­
vals. Hence it is also a cr-finite mesaure space with Lebesgue measure. Continu­
ity of the exponential function implies, that the function /(x, t) = e~tx(e~lt-elt) 
is continuous on R2 and hence measurable on R2. Order of integration can be 
now changed using Fubini’s theorem (Theorem 8.8 in [11]). This shows the 
claim. □
Lemma 1.25. We have the equation
rM 1 1 If
/ sinc(t) dt= - ——ó dx + H~-Jo 7Г J0 1 + x2 2m Jo
rML '
oo |"e(-z+i)irjVi g( —z—¿)ir M




and calculate applying Lemma (1.24) to obtain
rM rM 1 r-к 1 rM rir
- I lr^
1 pM pi i рнМ rl
= — / е‘™‘тг dudt=4- /
2тг Jo У-i 2tt Jo 7-i
лТГМ / 1 ¿CUt
dt
e^dudt
1 Л7 „iut 1 рнЬЛ i
= -1 f / —dt = ^ 1 (ert - e-jt)
2vr 7o /-i lt 27r Jo lt
dt
1 pii M pco
= — / / e-tx dx (e*4 — e-<t) dt
2m Jo Jo
7Г M ЛОО2 rHSVl
2тгг 7o 7o e~tx{e%t — e ) dx dt
1 лОО pH M
— / / e-tx(eit -e-u)dt dx
2mJ0 Jo





oo j TT M r_(-Z-H)t p(-x-i)t
-X + i — X —
dx
1 f00 "e(-z+t)irM g(—x—i)irM i 1 ]'
2ттг 7o -X + Î —X — i —x + г —x — г_|_
dx
1 /.OO 1 1 r-
7Г Jo l + x2 X+ 2m Jo
OO |"e(-Z + i)7rM g( — X-i)irM
-x + г —X ■
dx.
The definition of 7 now implies the claim. □ 







Proof: Assume that M —> oo. We estimate
rM 2 I i /00
/ sinc(f) dt — - = / sinc(t) dt-----/ arctan t
Jo 2 I Уо *7 о
I rM l r°° 1= Ц îTëJÎ
Hence we have
1 /"°° l"g(—x+i)irM g(—x—i)vM~I-ГI 2тгг Уо -i + ■ -x — г
j II roo |"g(—х+г)тМ g(—x—i)irM
<
<
-x + г -x — i
1 f00 I g —xirMgiirM g—хтгА/g—¿tM
I 1 И r


















sine (í)cft = —.
By Lemma 1.21 we have
/0 yO y 00 y 00 2.sine(f)íft = / sinc(-f)(-cfó) = / sine(-t)eft = / sinc(t)cft =
-00 */ 00 Уо Уо
This shows the claim. □
1.2 Fourier transform
In order to make certain singular positive real functions integrable over the 
real axis, we have to extend the definition of the Riemann-integral consisting 
improper integrals of the first and the second kind only. For further knowledge 
on other kinds of improper integrals see [6] chapter 15.4.
Definition 1.27. Let x 6 X. The function x belongs to set A if there are finite 









Definition 1.28. Assume that x € A. We define
Rq = {cv € RI J x(t)e iuJtdt (fc C}
— {cV €: -fti
roo
о I / (a:(t)6
Jo






1 f002iLX(,)б luJ dt, из G M \ Rqoo
oc1 r°°* h <i(i)e + x(—t)elut)dt,
(Fourier transform) We define
tv € Д0 \ Д1 ■
& : Л — X, JFx(tv) =
xo(iv), tv € R \ До 
¿i(cv), tv G До \ Д1 
0, tv G Д1 -
The operator is called Fourier transform and the function 3-x the Fourier 
transform of x.
Theorem 1.30. We have the equation
1 r°°^x(tv) = — / x^e-^dt 
У—ос
/or every tv G К whenever the right hand side exists for every tv G К.
Proof: The integral expression converges everywhere. Hence x G A and До = FL 
Furthermore
1 Г°°^x(ív) = xo(tv) = — / x(t)e Ítvtdí.
У — OO
This shows the claim. □
Fourier transform has significance in some important applications of ordinary 
differential equations. The equation
&x'(lv) = itv^( tv) (1.4)
is introduced in [1]. This is of special practical interest because many physical 
phenomena can be modeled as differential equations. For example the total 
charge of a condensator plate in an oscillator circuit satisfies a differential equa­
tion. Another interesting result concerning Fourier transform is
^TQx(tv) = е~1аш^х(иг), (1.5)
that is also a consequence of results introduced in [1]. In order to introduce the 
use of translation we also show the result (1.5).
Lemma 1.31. Assume x G A and
1 r°°
J?x(cv) = / x(t)e~ilJJtdt.
У—ос





to obtain the claim. □
An analog transmission line, that is, any medium between transmitter and 
receiver, with transmitter output signal that satisfies assumptions of Lemma 
1.31 is an application of the equation (1.5).
1.3 Inverse Fourier transform
In this section we formulate and prove an important mathematical convergence 
theorem, Fourier inversion identity. It not only guarantees the existence of 
an inverse operator for Fourier transform but also gives an integral operator 
expression for the inverse transform.






for every x > 0.























-I/'2тг I Jx'°° ei7rt + е"7TÍ2 -dt
I e,Tt + e"
7TÍ2
dt
12 1 Г°° 2 1 1 2 1— n-------- 1" X- / —Го dt fí —Ö----1---- ó — 2—2тг 7ГХ 2тг 7Z 7TÍ2 7Г2Х 7ГХ 7Г X




sine (t) dt = 0.
This implies
I / sine (t)dt < D. (1.7)
Combining estimates (1.6) and (1.7) we obtain
11 r 1
< — / sinc(t)dt + ITT








T +-jV 2 + Dtt2x 1 + x’
Vx > 0
where C = mn{42DD^ÿ Continuity of
/ sinc(t)dt 
I J X
now implies the claim. □
Definition 1.33. We define substitution
Г m = Í m / oo /(*)•
Lemma 1.34. We have the equation










= MlimJ/(0) - f (M)) + JmJ/tM) - /(0))
= lim /(0) - lim f (M) + lim f (M) - lim /(0)
= lim /(0) - lim /(0) - lim /(M) + lim /(M)
M—*•—oo M—»—oo M—►—oo M —»oc
- lim /(M) - lim /(M)
M—»oo M —►—oo




exist. Then we have the equation
Г f'(t)g(t)dt = / /(t)g(t) - [ f(t)g'(t)dt.
J—oo / — oo J—oo
J f(t)g'(t)dt—ooЛОО




/(í)g(t) - / f(t)g\t)dt
-oo ^-oc
/
0 / oo г /*0 /'OO
/(t)g(t) + / /(*)<?(*) - / f(t)g'(t)dt+ f(t)g'(t)dt
-OO /0 L d-oo do
/
0 z oo z-0 z-oo
/(t)g(t) + / /(¿Mí) - / /(<)g'(t)dí - / f(t)g'(t)dt
-oo /о d-oo do
/
0 л0 /ОО Z-OO
f(t)g{t) - / /(t)g'(¿)dí + / f(t)g’(t)dt
-oo d—oo /0 do
/
0 z-oo z-oo
/'(*)$(*)* + / /'(i)g(i)^ = / f'{t)g{t)dt.
This shows that the left hand side exists and equals to the right hand side. □ 
Lemma 1.36. Assume that x 6 A and there zs a function iel such that
1) f(t) = f & x(w)elut dw
J —OO
2) lim x(t) = 0
£—»±oo
3) f |x'(t)| dt € R
«/ —OO
where x' is the classical derivative of x. Then we have the equation
/oo r oo /*£x(a - t)sinc(at)adf = / x'{a-t) / sine{ocr)adrdt,
-oo J —oc JO
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for every a G R and a 6 Ж. 
Proof: Fix a € R. We define
f{t) = / sinc(Qr) adr
Jo
git) = x(a-t).
The function f is differentiable by Theorem 9.3.3 in [5]. The function g is 
differentiable as a composite of differentiable functions.
Sine cardinal is integrable over real axis by Lemma (1.26). Hence
rt rat
/ sinc(ar) adr = / sinc(r)dr 
Jo Jo
is uniformly bounded over a. We apply assumption 2) and calculate
r<xM paM
0 = 0- lim / sinc(r)dr - 0 • lim / sinc(r)dr
M-oo/o M—> —oo do
rU
- fim x(a - M) lim / sine(qt)adr
M—+ oo M—►oo 7o
pM
— lim x(a — M) lim / sinc(ar)adT
M—oo M—oo 70
rM
- lim z(a — M) / sinc(ar)adr
M-.0O do
rM
— lim x(a — M) / sinc(aT)adr
M—>-oo do
lim g(M)f{M) — lim g{M)f{M)
M—* oo M—>-oo




This shows that the number ai in Lemma 1.35 exists. We apply assumption 3) 
and estimate
/OO /’OO I /»t
¡/(t)g'(t)|dt = / / sinc(ar)adrx'(a — t)
-oo J — oo I J0
dt
/oo I / sinc(ar)ad7-oo I Vo x'(a — t) dt
< Í C|x'(a — t)|dt 
J — OO
C Í |x'(a — t)|dt
C J |x'(t)|dt.
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This shows that the limit <22 in Lemma 1.35 exists. Hence we have
/
00 roo roc
x(a - t) sinc(at)a<ft = / g(t)f'(t)dt = / f(t)g{t)dt
-OO J —OO J — OO
/
ОО /»OO
/(i)s(i) - / /(*)»'(*)*
-00 v/-oc








x'(a — t) sine (oiT)adrdt.
-00 «/ 0This shows the claim. □




x(i) - J x(uj)extJJt<ko




where x' is the classical derivative of x. Then we have the equation
/М roc r 00 rM/ х(т)е1Ш^~т^dr da; — / / х(т)е,ш^_т'du d
-M J—00 J—00 J — M
for every MeR.
Proof: Let tv 6 [-M, -a] U [a, M], where M > a > 0. Assume that both Mi 
and М2 go to infinity or both Mi and М2 go to minus infinity. We calculate 
and obtain a uniform estimate
111 fMi < -|x(M2)| + -|x(Mi)| + - / |x (r)| dr 
a a avm 1
0.
We apply Lemma 1.22 (Cauchy uniform convergence criterion for integrals) to 
obtain uniform convergence on intervals [-M, —a] and [а, М]. We interchange
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the order of limit and integration by Lemma 1.23 and obtain
pM лоо лМ p Mi
/ / x(T)e~i¡JTd,Teiultdui = lim / х(т)е~™т drelultdu
Ja J0 Ja Ml —>oo Jо
Л M л Ml










= / / x(r)e-"T eiLütdudr.
JO Ja






~'шт dreiuitdu /О л му хМе'^е^сЫт.
Hence we have 








/U ЛУИ/ х(г)е~^т e^dudr + 
лМ m
= / / х{т)е~^т dre^
Ja 7—oo
л М г лО лоо n
= / / x{r)e~iulTdr + / x(r)e-iWTdr eíwtcL;.
7а L 7—00 7О
By definition of improper Riemann-integral over real axis we have
/ОО лМ/ x(r)e_iu'TeiuJtdibidr =-oo 7 а
for every а > 0 and M > 0 whenever о < M. Another similar reasoning shows
/оо л—а л—а л oo/ х{г)егш(^~т'> dudr — / / х(т)е~шт dre1“* du-оо 7—M J —М J—сю
for every а > 0 and M > 0 whenever а < M. Hence we obtain
z*M лОО
/ / *(r)e
7 а 7 — oo
-iUTdreiu]tdu
/М лоо л тга лоо/ х(т)е'ы^-т'>drdtjj - / x(r)eiw(t-T)drda;
-M 7—00 7-тга 7—00
/—тга лоо л M лоо/ x(T)eiu(t-T)drAv + / / x(r)eiw(t-T)drdn-M 7 — 00 7тга 7—00
/оо л—тга лоо лМ/ х(т)е^г~т) drdu + / / x(r)eiu,(t-T)drdu;-оо 7 —М 7—00 7тга ^ di/ос г л—тга лМ/ x(r)eiuj(t-T)dr+ / х( )е,ш(‘-т
-оо L 7 — М 7тга
/оо г лМ л тга/ х(т)егш^~т^dr — / х{т)еш^~т'>dr du-оо L 7 —М 7—тга
/оо лМ лоо л тга/ x(r)eiulit-T)dudT - / x(r)eiw(t-T)du;dT. (1.8)-оо 7 — М 7—00 7—тга20
For the last term d2 on the last line of (1.8) we calculate
/
сю rir a I roo rira
/ х(т)е^~т)<1и<1т = / x(r) / e™(t-T)dudT
-oo J — ira I */—00 J —ira
/
00 /»тга I лоо л7г
x{t - т) / e^dwdr = / x(t - r) / eluiaTduadT
-oo J—ira ! J—00 J — 7ГWe define
and calculate
74 — / x(t — т) sine (ar) a
J —00
dr
I Г00 I Г00 /*т
|/4| = / x(t — t) sinc(ar) a dr = / x'(t — t) / sinc(ar') adr'dr
I J— OO I J—OQ J 0
= I [ x'(t — t) f sinc(r") dr"dr 
1У-00 Уо I
= I f ^ x'(f — t) f sine(r")dr"dr
IУ-00 Уо
+ J 75 x'(t — t) j sine{j")dT"dr
~~7<l
+ f x'(t — r) f sine(r")dr"dr 
J+^ Jo
= I i ^ x'(t — r) i sinc(r') dr'dr
I У-оо Уо





x(t — r) sine (ar)adr
лоо лат







|x'(* — r)| dr + / sine (r') dr'
У 0
1 4=) r-Vñ /’v'“ t — Tx(t + / sincí r') dr' + / x(------)sinc(r)ar





/— “7^ /*°°|х'(т)I dr + 4Vâ||x||oo + C / |x'(r)| dr
-00 J -7=
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for every t € R as a —► 0. Hence we have
1 If00 ГI2 = 2tt—T2 = 2тг—- / x(t — r) / e^^dwadr
2тг 2тг у—oo «/ —ir
= 2тг Г° 2-x(í - т) Г e^dxjadr
= 2тг í x(t - т)2- i ellJJ<1TdbjadT 
J — OO ^ТГ У _7J-
= 2-K J x(t — r)sinc(ar)adr = 2tt74 —> 0
as а —> 0. Transform Жx has improper Riemann-integral on the interval [-a, a] 





Hence we have 73 —> 0 as a —> 0. We calculate and obtain
-i -i л7г а лоо
Tl = 2-7Г-—Tl = 2тг— / / х(т)е1Ш^т^ drcLuj




-7га J—ооJ ¿?x(u)elLJtduj = 2тг7з —» 0= 2тг
as а -+ 0. This shows that the last term Д on the first line of (1.8) approaches 
to zero as a approaches to zero. This completes the proof. □
Lemma 1.38. Assume that x 6 A and there is a function x € X such that
1) x(t) — f &x(uj)elu>tcLo 
7 — 00
2) lim x(t) = 0 £—►±00
3)
f° k'WI dt €
where x' is the classical derivative of x. Assume that M —> oo. Then we have 
limits
Í x'(t — r) f sine(s)dsdr —* -x(t) (1.9)
Jo Jo 2
/О гМт 1x'(t — r) / sinc(s) dsdr —» -x(t). (1.10)-oo To 2
Proof: We apply assumption 2) to obtain results
rM rt-M
J x'(t - r)dr = - J x'(r)dT = -x(t - AT) + x(t) —> x(t)
Í x'{t-r)dT = — f x'(r)dT =—x(t) + x(t + M) —> -x(t),
У-м Jt+M
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when M —> oo. Hence we have
Í x'(t — t )dr — x(t)
Jo
,°
J x'(t - t)d,T = —x(t).













/ |x'(t-r)|dr + / |x'(i-r)|dr
VM У-œ
0
to obtain an estimate that allows to analyze Fourier convergence. Assume again 







/ x'(t — t) / sinc(s)dsdr — -x(t)
Уо Jo 2
/0 flir 2
x'(t — t) / sinc(s)dsdr — -x(£)
-oo Уо 2
sine (s)dsdr — -x(t)I Г x'{t-T) f
I 70 70
I Z*00 /*oo ^
/ x'(t — r) / sine(s)dsdr — -x(t)
I7o 7o 2
Z*OC /*СЮ
— / x'(t — r) / sine (s)dsdr
Уо У Mr
I лОО лОО
/ sine (s) ds / x'(¿ — r)dr — -x(£)
I7o 7o 2
ЛОО ЛОО
— / x'(£ — т) / sinc(s)dsdr
Уо У Mr




— / x'(t — t) / sinc(s)dsd
Уо У Mt
I лОО лОО
/ x'(t — т) / sinc(s)dsdr 
I Уо У Mr
/ x'(í — t) / sinc(s)ds 
Уо I У Mr
/ x'(í — r) / sinc(s)ds




< J Wí-rllj-4-äT < С Г !ííl=^ldT-,0 
+ \Мт\ У-оо 1 + \Мт\
to obtain (1.9). We calculate further
/0 i-Mt 2x'(t — t) / sine(s)dsdr — -x(t)
-oo Jo 2
I r° 1
= / x'(t — r) / sine(s)dsdr - -x(t)
I J—oo Jo 2
/0 /--oox'(t — t) / sinc(s)dsdr
■oo v Mr
I f° r00 1
= / x'(t — r) / sinc(—s)(-ds)dr — -x(t)
I J—oo Jo 2
/0 z*oox'(f-r) / sinc(—s)(-ds)dr-OO J — Mt
\ r° r°° 1
= — / x'(t — r) / sinc(s)dsdr — -x(i)
J—oo Jo 2
/0 z-oox'(t — r) / sine (s)dsdr-OO */ — Mt
I /-0° z-o i
= — / sinc(s)ds / x'(t — r)dr - -x(t)
do d-oo 2
/0 ЛООx'(t — r) / sinc(s)dsdr
•oo J — Mt




x'(t — r) / sine(s)dsdr
-oo J—Mt
/0 I /»oox'(t — r) / sinc(s)ds d-oo I «/—Mt
/0 ! I лооx'(t —r) / sinc(s)ds -oo I I J — Mt
5 /j*'(,-r)lTTrWT
< cf
d-oo 1 + |Mr|















where x' is the classical derivative of x. Then we have the equation
/
7Г M 1 yoo yiWr
&x{w)eiultdLJ = — / x'it-т) / sinc(s) dsdr.
-ttM 27r 7-00 7o
Proof: Fix t e R. We calculate
Л7ГМ
/
7Г  Л7ГМ 1 /*
= / —




1 rir M roo
= — / / x{T)e-iUTdTeiutdij
2 "TT У—тг M У—oo 
1 rivM roo
= — / e*“4 / х(т)е~штdrcLv
У — тгМ J— oo
-i rir M roo
= — I / eiutx(T)e-iu,TdTAl;
2”ТГ У—тг M J—oo




= ¿/ / *(r)
Z7r 7—тгМ 7-ос
1 rlT M roo
= — / х(т)е1Ш^~т^ drclui
У — тгМ У — oo
1 /«oo rirM
= -— / / х(т)е4ш(‘-т)(Ыт
У—oo У—irM 
1 /«OO rirM
= -W *(t) / e^-^dudr
У—oo У—irM
i /*oo rirM
= -- / x(t-T) / е4шт<Ыт
271" У—oo У — irM
1 rOO ГТТ
= — / xft — r) / егшМт McLodr2тг У-оо У-7r
1 Z*00 Л7Г
= — x(t — t) MexujMr dujdr
У—oo J—ir
i rOO rlT
= — x{t — t)M / eiwMTdcjdT
У—OO У—7Г
1 roo rlT
= — / xít-т) e^^duiMdr
2tt y_œ v У_т
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/
ОС i Л7Г рОО 1 ГК
—x(t - т) / ешМт duMdr = / x(t-r)^- eiuMTduMdr
-ОО 2тг У—7Г У—ОО 27Г У —7Г
= / x(t — r)sinc(Mr)M(ÍT
J—oo
and obtain a nice formula. We calculate further
Л1Г MÍ &х(уi)elutdu = f x(t — r)sinc(AÍT)Mdr
J-nM J—со





x'(t — r) / sinc(s)dsdr
-oo J 0
and obtain the claim. □
Theorem 1.40. (Fourier inversion identity)
Assume that x € A and there is a function x £ X such that
1) x(f) = f J? х(и)еш1 du
J — OO
2) lim x(t) = О
t—>±оо
3) f |x'(t)| dt e R
J — OO
where x' is the classical derivative of x. Then we have the convergence result
x(t) = Í &x(u)elutdu.
J —OO
for every tel.
Proof: Fix tgK. Assume that M —> oo. We calculate and apply lemmas 1.36, 
1.37 and 1.38 to obtain





< / x\t-r) 
Jo J
1 r°
+ J x'(t - 7
sinc(s)dsdr — -x(t 
о 2
/"^r 1
-) / sinc(s)dsdr — -
Уо 2
0.
Both left and right hand side of the claim exist by assumption. We calculate
/
OO



























This shows the claim. □
Corollary 1.41. Assume that function x £ X satisfies assumptions of Theorem 
1.40. Then Fourier inversion identity decomposes x to oscillations. Fourier 
transform is a linear map that identifies oscillations existing in x.
Proof: The claim follow directly from Theorem 1.40. □
Corollary 1.41 suggests that linear partial differential equations can be solved 
so that every decomposed oscillation is solved separately and that the solution 
is obtained as integral of previously calculated separate fundamental solutions. 
This method is considered in [3].
For many functions x € X that are of interest in mathematical physics, there 
is y & X such that x has the integral representation
x(t) /: y(u)elutduj. (1.11)
Definition 1.42. An integral is said to be a Fourier integral if its form is 
equivalent to the form of the right hand side of (1.11).
Definition 1.43. Any representation of a function x £ X is said to be a Fourier 
integral representation if it is of the form (1.11).
Fourier transform is useful because it gives an explicit formula to calculate 
a suitable y. The formula is
У = &(x).
This was shown by Theorem 1.40.
Definition 1.44. Assume that x £ A. We define
Ro - {iv £ К I 
R\ = {(V £ Rq
L &x{uj)eiutduj i C}











Definition 1.45. We define
= [°°(&x(uj)eiult + J?х(-и)е-ш*)с1и, и £ Ro \ 4-
Jo
: &А — X, JF'x(t) = <
xo(t), t £ R \ Ro 
Xi (t), t £ R0\Ri 
0, t £ R\.
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Definition 1.46. The set of all functions x G A, that satisfy the assumptions 
of Theorem I.4O is D.
Theorem 1.47. (Fourier inversion theorem) 
Fourier transform ß : D —» ß(D) has left inverse
ß-1 : ß{D) — D, ß~lx{t) = ß'x(t).
Proof: Fix x G D. We calculate applying Theorem 1.40 to obtain
ß'ßx
ß'ß




The equation (1.12) shows that ß' is defined on ß{D). The equation (1.13) 
shows the left inverse axiom. Hence the claim follows. □
Definition 1.48. Fourier-domain is the domain of definition of Fourier trans­
form of a function.
Definition 1.49. Fourier analysis is defined as analysis on Fourier-domain. 
This includes calculation of Fourier transform.
The result 1.40 exist also for functions of several variables. Fourier transform 
and inverse Fourier transform are given by
(1.14)
(1.15)
These transforms are introduced in [1].
In order to make calculations more simple, we will place the constant (¿pr 
in front of Fourier transform instead of inverse Fourier transform.
Definition 1.50. Assinne that function / : R3 x [0,00) -* R is defined over 
space K3 and time [0,00). Then we define
whenever the integral exists for every k e S for every t G [0,00).
Definition 1.51. Assume that function f : S x R —*• C is defined over wave 
vector space S and time R. Then we define
whenever the integral exists for every k G S for every uj G R.
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For functions / £ W, that satisfy sufficient assumptions, for fixed k £ S 
equations (1.14) and (1.15) impliy
(1.16)
Hence (1.16) holds for every k £ R3.
For functions / : S x [0, oo) —* C for fixed t £ [0, oo) equations (1.14) and 
(1.15) imply
(1.17)
Hence (1.17) holds for every t £ [0, oo).
1.4 Fourier-domain representation of product
Definition 1.52. Assume / e X and g £ X. We define convolution
whenever the integral exists for every x £ R.
Definition 1.53. Assume / : Rn —> C and g : Rn —> C. We define convolution
whenever the integral exists for every x € R”.
Definition 1.54. Assume functions / : S x [0, oo) —> C and g : S x [0, oo) —> C. 
We define convolution
whenever the integral exists for every k £ S and t £ [0, oo).
Definition 1.55. If the domain of integration is bigger than the domain of def­
inition of an integrand, all integrands are zero-extended such that all necessary 
algebraic operations are defined for every element of the domain of integration.
Definition 1.56. Assume f £W and g £ W. We define convolution
(f*g)(k,uj)= [ [ f(k',uj')g{k - k'- u')dbj'dk'
Jr3 Jr
whenever the integral exists for every к £ S and cv € R.
We will now show that Fourier transform of the product of two functions 
/ and g has a nice formula, that applies transforms of functions / and g. We 
emphasize niceness of the formula, because there is a trivial expression, that 
applies inverse transformation, multiplication and transformation. The formula 
enables us to show estimates, that would be difficult to establish otherwise. The 
existence of the formula is nontrivial and it does not seem to be true for Laplace 
transform. Separation of convolution is the most well-known property that is 
true for both Laplace and Fourier transforms.
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Lemma 1.57. Assume functions f and g such that we have equations
f =
g = &~х&д
&f*&g = dPdP-1(=^" f * JPg).
In addition, define
h{u, w', t) = &f{oJ)&g(u) - o/)e,t'“'
&~l&f
and assume
[ Í h(w, u', t)du'du = / I h(w,u>',t)dudu'.
JR* J$td JRd JRd
Then we have the equation
&{fg) = &f * &g-
Proof: We calculate




= [ [ &f{w')&g{w-w'ytuJdu'du
jRd JRd
= [ [ &f{u')&g{u - ui'y^dudu'
JRd JRd
= [ f JP/(u/уЬш'Ægy-jy^-^dudu'
JRd JRd
= [ jP/(u/)eitV / &g{w - yy^-^duduj'
JnLd Jmd
= [ &/{УУЬш' f ^g{wytududu'
Jud Jmd
= [ &дУУг-ш<1и [ Pfyy^'du'
JRd JRd
= [ JP/(u/)eitVíL/ [ &д(и)е*ши<1ы. (1.18)
J Rd jRd
Equation (1.18) shows that Fourier transform separates convolution into product 
form. We calculate further
&~l{&f*&g)(t) = / JP/ * &g(tytuldu
J Rd




fg - * &g)
&{fg) = * JPg) = &f*&g (1.19)
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and obtain the claim. □
Transformation of product is introduced in [1] with a slightly different def­
inition of Fourier transform. The equation (1.19) now shows that transform of 
product is convolution of transforms.
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Chapter 2
Formulation of Navier-Stokes 
equations and projection of 
the system to transversal part
2.1 The equation system
The equation system defining the flow of viscous fluid is
V-v = 0 (2.1)
p[vt + (v ■ V)v] = pAv — Vp + F (2.2)
where v = (iq, t>2, V3) and p are unknown functions of variables (t, x) € R x R3. 
The system is introduced in [1]. The equation (2.1) is incompressibility condition 
and the equation (2.2) the Navier-Stokes equation. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) 
are Navier-Stokes equations. We define v — vt, F = 0, и = ^ and divide both 
sides of (2.2) by p to obtain
V • v = 0
v + (v ■ V)u = vAv — -Vp.
We are familiar with initial value problems of first order linear differential 
equations and we prefer writing Navier-Stokes equations in the form of an initial 
value problem in order to find similarities with the theory of linear equations. 
We obtain
{v + {v ■ V)u = vAv — ^Vp, t > 0
v(x,0) = v0(x) (2.3)
V-v =0.
Here v : R3 x [0,00) —> R3 is a velocity vector field and p : R3 x [0,00) —► R 
pressure field. The equations (2.3) are Navier-Stokes equations. We assume 
that for every vq 6 У3 the system (2.3) has a smooth solution (v,p) such that 
for fixed tel the function v(x, t) is an element of S^3 and the function p(x, t) 
an element of ^3. In addition, we assume that fields v and áFxv decrease to 
zero pointwise as time goes to infinity.
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2.2 Derivation of projections
From basic vector calculus we know that any sufficiently smooth field has a 
decomposition to irrotational and sourceless parts. Chapter 12 of [4] shows this 
property with certain assumptions. Helmholtz’s theorem applies the decompo­
sition.
We recall that a field v is sourceless if it satisfies
V • v = 0 (2.4)
and irrotational, if it satisfies
V x v = 0. (2.5)
We will derive expressions, that allow us to calculate the decomposition. Take 
any v satisfying sufficient assumptions. Then ßv has a unique decomposition to 
real and imaginary parts. Both of them have a pointwise unique decomposition 
parallel and perpendicular parts with respect to wave vector k. We calculate
3 3 3
ß(V -v){k) = 9"[yn](A) = ^2 ^9"W(fc) = ^2 ikn&[vn]{k)
71—1 n=l n=l
3 3
= iknßvn{k) = iknßv{k)n = ik ■ ßv(k)
n=l n=l





ß((d2v3 - d3v2) - (<9iu3 - 93ui) + (0i«2 - d2vi))(k) 
ß{d2v3 - d3v2){k) - ß{dxv3 - ø3ui)(fc)
+^(0iu2 - d2vi)(k)
{ßd2v3{k) - ßd3v2{k)) - {ßdiv3{k) - ßd3vi{k)) 
+{ßdiv2{k) - ßd2vi{k))
{ik2ßv3{k) - ik3ßv2{k)) - {ikißv3{k) - ik3ßvi{k)) 
+{ikißv2{k) — ik2ßvi{k))
i 3 к
ik\ ik2 ik3 





{ik) i {ik)2 (ik)3
ßv{k) i ßv{k)2 ßv (k)3
= ik x ßv{k)
The parallel part satisfies
ik x ßv{k) = ik x (Re(^u(fc)) + ilm{ßv{k)))
= ik x Re(^u(fc)) + ik x ilm{ßv{k))
= ik x Re(^u(fc)) — к x Im(^u(fc)) = 0.
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The perpendicular part satisfies
ik ■ ß'v(k) = ik - (Re(J?v(k)) + ilm(^v(k)))
= ik ■ Re(^v(k)) + ik ■ ilm(^v(k))
= ik ■ Re(¿?v(k)) - к • Im(«Fu(fc))
- 0 (2.6)
We map both sides of both equations with to obtain equations (2.4) and 
(2-5).
We define maps Pi and P2 from У{R3) to C(R3) so that P\v is the longi­
tudinal part of v and P2u the transversal part of v.
We derive expressions to these operators. We apply the projections to paral­
lel and perpendicular parts separately to real and imaginary parts of &v. Lin­
earity of the projection expressions allows us to calculate projections directly 
from the complex form. That is why we assume that 6 e R3 during derivation, 
but allow compex vectors after the derivation is completed. Fix x = ß'v 6 V3 
and k e S. Consider now vectors a = к and b = x(k). We have
a - b = |a||6| cos (a).
For 6 = 0 the parallel projection of 6 to a is 0. For 6 Ф 0 we calculate 
, ,,, , . a . a-b a a-b 1
*■ - w cos<“> R = 11Ш R = FF “= “ W
For 6 = 0 the perpendicular projection of 6 with respect to a is 0. For 6^0we 
calculate
62 = 6 — 6i = 6 — a—• 6.
For complex vectors 6 e C3 we calculate
6i =
a-r-r^o. ■ Re(6) + га—• Im(6) = a-^a ■ (Re(6) + üm(6))
= afl2a " b |a|2
62 = Re(6) - Re(6)i + i(Im(6) - Im(6)i)
= Re(6) + г1т(6) — (Re(6)i + ¿Im(6)i)
= 6 — 6x = 6 — a—=a • 6.
I°r
We recall that a was assumed to be fixed. We define mappings
TÍ : S x C3 -> C3, Ti(a,6) = a-^a • 6
W





T2(fc, x(k)) = x(k) -кщ^к- x(k)
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for fixed x G V3 and к € S. We define operators
Tl:V3-+ V3, (TlX){k) = T{(k,x(k))
T2:V3->V3, (T2x){k) = Ц(к,х(к)).
and obtain
Tix(fc) = кщ^к-х(к) (2.9)
T2x(k) = x(k) - k-^-k ■ x(k). (2.10)
1*1
Operators 7\ and T2 clearly satisfy
Ïi + Ta = J,
where / : V3 —» V3 is identity operator. Under sufficient smoothness and 
integrability conditions we now define
P[ = &~XTX& (2.11)
P'2 = &~XT2&. (2.12)
Corollary 1.14 shows that the Laplacian A has right inverse. Assume that v is 
a scalar field. We calculate
&Av(k) * E d2nv] (k) = f E &d2nv\(к) = E ^d2nv(k)
П= 1 n=l n=l
E &dndnv(k) = E ikn^dnv(k)
n=l n=l
3 3











^ E d™VGm = E ^idrnvem) = E ■PdmVejn
m= 1 m=l m=l
г 3
E &dmvem (к) = E ■Pdmver,
m=l J m=l L
3 3
E &dmv(k)em = E ikm^v(k)eTr
(k)
3 3





ß{VA~xV • v)(k) ikß(A~1V ■ v)(k) = ikj7±(-|fc|2)^(A-lv • v)(k)
\K\
ik^ß(AA~l\7 • v)(k) = ik^ß{V ■ w)(fc)




ßß~xTxßv{k) = TiJPu(Å;) = • ^(*0
|/C|
ß(VA~xV -v)(k)
J?“1 JPF> = ßr~1ßr\'A~1V • и = УД-1У • v (2.13)
ßP^v{k)
ßP^v
ßß~xT2ßv(k) = T2ßv{k) = ßv(k) - k-^k ■ ßv{k)
\K\
ßv{k) - ß(VA~xV ■ v)(k) = {ßv - ßVA~x V • v)(k) 
ßv - ßVA~xW ■ v = ß{v - УД-1У • v)
P> = ß~xßP'2v = ß~xß(y - УД^У • v)
= v-VA-'V -v (2.14)
We now show that operators P\ and P2 decompose any sufficiently smooth 
and integrable v to irrotational and sourceless parts. We have
P[v + P2v = УД-1 V-V + V- УД-1У-v = v (2.15)
and find that the left hand side is a decomposition of v. We recall that the curl 
of any gradient field is zero and obtain
V • P2v = V • (v — УД-1У ■ v) = V ■ v — V ■ УД-1У • v 
= V • v — ДД-1 V ■ v = V ■ v — У • и = 0 (2.16)
V x P[v — V x УД-1У ■ v = 0. (2.17)
Hence we have
Pi = P[ (2.18)
P2 = P2. (2.19)
Hereafter we call them longitudinal and transversal parts ov v. The operator
P2 is physically important because sourceless heat field, flow field and electro­
magnetic field satisfy
v = v- УД-1У -v = P¡v = P2v. (2.20)
Operators Pi and P2 have basic properties
= P[v = УД-1У ■ v 









Pj Pi v = VA-1V • VA-1V • v = VA-1AA-1V • v = VA-1 V ■ и = Piu
Pi Pi = Pi
P2P2 = (I-Pi){I-Pi) = I(I-Pi)-Pl{I~Pi)
= II - IPi - Pil + P1P1 
= I-Pi-Pi+ Pi=I-Pi=P2
Pi = Pi Pi = Pi 
Pi = P2P2 = P2-
This shows that operators Pi and P2 are projections. For linear operators L we 
define
L =
whenever the right hand side exists. Operators Pi and P2 have representations
Д = J^Pi^-1 = &P[&-1 = = Ti (2.21)




For timespace fields we write projections Hz and IIs such that for fixed time we 





where x € C3. Hence we have
П7u(fc,f) = fl1 (k)u(k,t), fc Ф 0,
Hsu(fc,t) = ns(fc)u(fc, £), k^O.
Operators n7(fc) and Hs(fc) clearly share the same projection properties with 








kWkI - S |к|Щ2 |fc||:r| =
x~kwk'x +
W + I4¿I*IW = 2M
sup |ní(fc)x| < sup |x| = 1
|x| = l 1*1=1
sup |Ûs(fc)x| < sup 2|x| = 2.
|x|=l |x|=l
\x
This shows, that operators ñ7(fc) and fls(k) are bounded for every k G S.
2.4 Projection of Navier-Stokes equations to transver­
sal part
In this section we project the system (2.3) into equation system with one equa­
tion and initial value. The projected system will be of interest in the exami­
nation of mathematical properties of Navier-Stokes equations. In Section 2 we 
introduced the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (2.3). We now use pro­
jections Pi and P2 and find that pressure is a consequence of flow and acts as a 
constraint force arising from the incompressibility of the flow.
Navier-Stokes equations are
(v + (v ■ V)u = l>Av — ^Vp, t > 0
u(x,0) = v0(x) (2.23)
V ■ v = 0, t > 0.
We apply projections П7 and IIs to both sides of (2.3) and obtain
' n7<9t v + П7(и • V)u = II7i/Au- ±II7Vp 
ns9t v + ns(t> • V)u = nsi/Au — ¿nsVp 
< П7и(х, 0) = n7uo (2.24)
nsu(x, 0) = nsu0
V - v =0.
Under sufficient smoothness and integrability assumptions we have
9tUs = ns9t 
ДП7 = П7Д 
ДП5 = П5Д.
Hence
' 9tn7u + n7(u-V)u 
9tn5v + P2 (u ■ V)v 
< n7u(x, 0) 
nsu(x, 0)
V • v
г/ДП7и — ^n7Vp 





Now incompressibility implies П7г> = 0 and П5и = v. The field Vp is gradient 
field and hence longitudinal. We obtain
n5Vp = Vp — VA_1V ■ Vp = Vp — Vp = 0, 
n7Vp = VA_1V • Vp = VA_1Ap = Vp.
Hence
iVp = -VA_1V • (v ■ V)v
dtv — vAv = —ns(u ■ V)v
0 =0
, u(x,0) = v0.
The choise p = —pA_1V ■ (v ■ V)v satisfies the first equation and we obtain
(2.26)
p = -pA-1V • (v ■ V)u
dt v — vAv = —ns(u ■ V)u
v(x,0) — v0(x).
(2.27)
We solve the left hand side heat equation of the second equation of (2.27) 
using remark (17) in Section 2.3.1 in [2] to obtain
. If-Fill , , 
re *ut axv(x,t) = f v{x',0)-=L^ñt 
Jr* v 47Г1st
+ [ f -P2ÍV- V)v(x',t)—==^== 
Ун" Уо y/4irv(t — t)
1
e 4-'t axLMx,)V
+ [ f -Лг(и • V)u(x',r)
Ук^ Уо
f Vq(x - x')—==\
JRrx V 4TTÍ/Í




_ \x — x' I2e i^t-r) drdx




for f > 0, where n = 3. This shows that и is sourcesless as an integral of 
sourceless fields. We take gradients sidewise from the first equation of (2.27), 
divide by p and add the result to the second equation to obtain the first equation 
of (2.3). The last equation of (2.3) holds because v is sourceless and hence we 
see that solutions of (2.27) satisfy also the original system (2.3).
We have shown that systems (2.3) and (2.27) can be solved using the reduced 
system
Г v — vAv = —IIs(v • V)u 
\ v(x, 0) = v0{x).




Transformation of the 
reduced equation system
3.1 Some necessary definitions
In this section we transform the equation system (2.29) and obtain a single 
equation и = Tu + g. We also prove some estimates for T.
Definition 3.1. Assume function matrix A e Wnxn and function vector x G 
Wn. We define multiplication ■ : Wnxn x Wn —► Wn by
[A - x]i =
3
For notational convenience we write Ax instead of A ■ x.
Definition 3.2. Function matrix A G Wnxn is evaluated elementwise, that is
[A(fc,w)k¿ = \A\itj(k,uj).
Function vector x G Wn is evaluated elementwise, that is
[z(k,w)]j = [x]i(k,iv).
Definition 3.3. N-dimensional convolution f*g of two vector functions / G Wn 
and g G Wn is defined by
[/ * s]ij — fi * 9j 
whenever all convolutions exist.
Definition 3.4. Supremum-norm of a function f G Wn is defined by
11/11= sup \f(k,w)\. 
ites,u€ к
Definition 3.5. iZ-norm of a function / G Wn is defined by
ll/lli = [ Í \f(k,w)\dk(b.
JS JR
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3.2 Transformation over space
In order to be able to write a Fourier analysis for Navier-Stokes equations we 
transform them. Consider the equation system
v — vAv = —ns(u • V)ur 
1 v{x,,0) = v0(x), v0 € Уз, V • v0 = 0.
We calculate to obtain
3 3 3 3
(v • V)u — ^ '(v * V)unen — ^ ^ ' vmdm)vn6n — ^ ^ ^ nmömun)en
n=l n=l m=l n=l m=l
3 3
— ^ ^ ^ ^
3
V • v — ^ ^ dnvn
n= 1
3 3
An = ^ ^ <9„d„?;.
n=l 71=1
Hence we have
V — V 53n=i dndnV = —IIs 53n=l zLm=l vmdmVnSn
En=l 9nVn
, u(x, 0)
where e& are basis vectors of ’ 
We calculate
0
= U0(x), V0 G Уз, ELi dnU0n = 0
г 3
m=l
^ ^ VmdmVn — 0l7n 4“ ^ ^ ^ ^ Vn 4~ ^ ^
m=l Lm=l J m=l
3 3
= ^ ^ dmVrnVn 4™ ^ ^ '^m^rn'^n
m=l m=l
3 3
= ^ ^ (dmVmVn 4“ VmdmVn) — ^ ^ (VmVn)
m=1 m= 1
and obtain
V — V Y^n= 1 dndnV — US 53n=l E3m=l ^m(^m^n)en |^z
En=l = 0
. ü(x,0) = e <y, ZLi = 0.
We transform both sides of the system over space with Fourier transform
yxv(k,t) = —i-3 [ v(x,t)e lk xdx
(27Г) Ук3
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where k e S. Set и = &xv, щ = &xv0 and q = «Fxp. We calculate
xVj — (-^г C)j — tlj
^xVQ j = {&xV0 )j=U0j.
For any scalar field и satisfying sufficient assumptions we calculate
3 3
(uen)(/¡J,í) = ^ (a^n)(fc, ¿)щ6щ = 5 '
m=l m=l
3 3





г 3 -i 3 3
^ ^ UnCn (k, t) = ^ \{Цп^-п){к')^) = ^ ^
- n=l -* n=l n=l
We transform the convection term to obtain
3 3 3 3
J^nS 53 53 dm(umu„)e„ = 53 9Tn(umUT,)e„
3 3
= n5^ 53 53 0™(*т,,")е"
3 Г 3 -,
= П5 'У ' ^ ^ 9m=i(vmvn) en
n=lt m=l 
3 3
— П 5 ’ 5 ' ^х^т(УтУп)^п-
We calculate further and obtain 
3 3
I! 5 ^ 5 ! (î'rn^Tifyr
n=l m=l
3 3
(M) = П ^ ^ ^ ^х^т(^тУп)^п
3 3
= ns(fc) 53 53 ^dm(vmvn)eТ
П=1 771=1
3 Г 3
= ns(fc) 53 55 ^dm(vmvn)
71=1 L- 771=1 
3 3
= ns(Å;) 53 53 ^xdm{vmvn)(k,t)en
71=1 771 = 1
3 3






= nS(fc) 53 53 ikm{^xvm * ^xUn)(fc,í)en
3 3 .
= ñs(fc) 5^ У' ifcm / ¿?xvm(k',t)&xvn{k - k',t)dk'en 
Jr3
3 3.
= ns(fc) V] / &xvm(k',t)SFxvn(k - k',t)dk'ikmen.
от=1 Уж3
3 3.
- ns(fc)V 53 / um{k',t)un{k — k',t)dk'ikmen.
7»3
We transform the Laplacian term to obtain
n=l
^ 53 dndnv(k, t) = 53 &xdndnv(k, t) = 53 ikn&xdnv{k, t)
3 3
= 53 ikn'ikn^v(k, t) = 53 &xv(k, t)iknikn
n=l n=l
3 3
= 53 &xv{k,t){ikn)2 = 53 ^xv(k, t)i2k2
3
= &xv{k,t)i2 53 = ^x^(fc.t)f2|fcl2
n=l
= ¿2|fc|2^xr;(fc,í) =-|fc|2^xw(fc,i)
= — |fc|2u(fc, f).
Sets K3 and [ti,¿2] are u-finite measure spaces with Lebesgue measure and the 
latter integral in the change of order of integration is absolutely convergent. We 
calculate using Fubini’s theorem (Th 8.8 in [11]) and the fundamental theorem 
of analysis to obtain
&xv{k,t2) - -^xU(Ml)
= 7Л3 i v(x,t2)e-ikxdx-j¿-3/ и(х,^)е-^х
(2тг)3 Ук3 (27r)d yR3
= 7^—Г3 [ [ v(x, t2)e~lkx dx — [ v(x,t\)e~lk xdx
(2tt)3 L Ук3 Уж3 J
= т^тз f (v(x,t2)e~lkx — v(x,ti)e~tkx)dx
(2ят Уж3
= 77ГТз [ {v{x,t2)-v{xM))e-'kxdx
(2тг)л yR3
= [ е~гкх [ г>(х, t)dtdx
(2тг) Ук3 ytl
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= тАз í [ е ikxv{x,t)dtdx = уАз / / v{x,t)e lkxdtdx 
(2тг)3 JRз ytl (27t)j yRз ytl
Д-r [ f v(x,t)e~lkxdxdt.
Л, Jr3(2тг)3 Jt
We transform the time derivative term to obtain
&xv{k,t) = тАз [ v(x,t)e lkxdx 
(2тг)'3 yR3
= tAtî lim Г í Í v(x,t)e~lk xdxdt (2tt)3 h-*o hjt Ун3
i i pt+h p
= lim 7-^-4/ / v(x,t)e~ik xdxdt
fc-o (2vr)3 hjt Унз
1 1 /*t+h Z1
= lim r . „ / / û(x, t)e-,fczdxdt
fc-o ft (2тг)3 Л Аз
&xv(k,t + ft) - &xv(k,t) u(k,t + h) -u(k,t) _ ,n ^
= lim-----------------:----------------- = lim--------------г------------ — u[K,t).
h-> o h /i—o n
We transform incompressibility terms to obtain
3
&x'^2,dnvn(k,t) = ^xdnvn(k, t) = iknß’xVnjk, t)
71—1 71=1 71=1
3 3
= y^jkn(^'xv)n(k,t) - y^xv{k,t)n
n=1 n=l
3
= i kn&xv(k, t)n = ifc • &xv(k, t).
n=l
We calculate further and obtain 
3
dnvn(k,t) = ik ■ &xv{k,t) = ik ■ u(k,t),
П= 1
3
dnvon{k,t) = ik ■ &xvo(k,t) = ik ■ u0(k,t).
П= 1
We obtain the system
3 3.
ù(fc,i) + i/|fc|2u(M) = _ns(fc)V'V' / um(k',t)un(k - k',t)dk'ikmen
71=1 m=l •'R3
ik ■ u(k,t) — 0 (3.1)
u(fc, 0) = uo(k), Щ € ik-uo(k)=0.
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3.3 Transformation over time
Consider the system (3.1). We zero-extend the field и in time to the real axis. 
The derivative of an extension is still calculated according to limitations due to 
the domain of definition [0, oo). In practice this means, that for the extension 
ù the derivative at zero ii(/c, 0) is the right derivative at 0. We transform the 
system over time using Fourier transform
1 r°°
w) = — / u(k,t)e lutdt.
J—oo
Define f(k) = ^ß'vo(k). Assume /с / 0. For the time derivative term we 
calculate
&tù(k,u)
1 r°° 1 r00
— / ù{k,t)e lutdt — — / ù(k,t)e 





I / u(k,t)e tut ~ J u(fc, t)(—i(v)<
-^dt
Г*"*dt
1 Г г°°— 0 — и(к,0) + iu) / u(k,t)e
2тг L Уо
1 1 У00 _— —и(к, 0) + ¿(V— / u{k,t)e~
2тг 2тг у о
1 1 Z*00
-7Г^уо(к) + ш — / u(k,i)t2тг 2тг у.оо




Transformation of the laplacian term is elementary. Transformation of the con­
vection term is more difficult. Note that projection IF is defined by dot product 
expression, that can be decomposed to sums of multiplication by components of 
s. Components of s are constant with respect to t. Fourier transform is linear 
and hence it passes also through sums. Transform of difference of identity and 
dot product part is also linear. Hence Fourier transform passes through Hs. In 
order to derive the result in a mathematically valid way, we assume к Ф 0, set 
h — jrtu and transform the dot product к ■ u(k, t) over time to obtain
J к ■ u(k, t)e lultdt roo 3= / knu(k, t)ne~lutdt
J-00 n=l 
3 /.oo
= ^ / knu{k,t)ne~VjJtdt
n~\ 00
3 poo
= ^ kn u(k, t)ne~iutdt 
n=l
3 /*oo










We now transform the field Ê/(fc)u(fc,t) over time to obtain
— n/(jfe)u(fc,t)e-fcrtÄ = -!-/' ¿¿fe • и(М)е_<ш*<Й
2tt 7_œ 27г7_00 |fc|¿






1 f00= n7(fc)— / u(fc, t)e~VjJtdt.
2тг 7-oo
We transform the field ns(fc)u(fc, t) over time to obtain
— f° ns(fc)u(fc,t)e-iwtdi = /00(u(A:,t)-ni(fcMfc,t))e"“vtdi
2тг 7-00 ¿7r 7-00
= — Г° u(ifc,í)e-iwtdí Г П 1{k)u(k,t)e~iutdt
27Г 7-ос 2ТГ 7—oo
1 z-oo . i roo
= — / / u(k,t)e~tutdt
2тг 7-ос 2тг 7—ос
1 f00= ns(fc)-^ / u(k,t)e~iultdt.
2 tr 7—oo
For vector fields u we have
= (=Ftu)¿ = hj.
We obtain
з з
— [ ns(fc) V' [ ит(к',t)un(k - k',t)dk'ikmene lultdt
2tr7-œ ^í^i-7«3
I /*°° 3 ^ Z*
ns(fc)— / V' / um(k',t)un(k - k,,t)dk'ikmene~'lultdt
2tr 7-00 ¿ZÍ 7r3
= ns(fc) Y' V' f [ um(k',t)un(k - k',t)dk'ikmen
¿=í^i27r
- ñs(Á:) Y' í f um(k',t)un{k — k' 1t)dk,e~lutikrrlen
¿=í£í 277 7»3





3 3 -J /»OG /»
= ns(A:) У' V' — / гкт / ит(к' ,t)un(k — k',t)dk'e~UJtdten
^í^i27r ^ *
3 3 -j /»oo /»
= ns(fc) V V ikm — / / um(k',t)un(k - к',t)dk'e~lutdten
= ns(fc)Vy i um(k',t)un(k — k',t)dk'e
¿=Æi27r У®3
3 3- /»oo
= ns(fc) У' У' — / / um{k',t)un(k - k',t)e~twtdtdk'ikmeri
27r VR3 7-00
1 Z-00— / um(k',t)un(k - k',t)e lultdtdk'ikmen
2ТГ 7-ос
Hs(k) У' У' f [ ß’tUmik',ui')^tun(k - fc',tv - uj')<Lj'dk'ikmen
m=i •/-°°








— fi5(fc) ^ ^ ^ ^t^n{k,u)ikmen
n=l m=l 
3 3
— П*^(/c) ^ ^ ^ ' hm * hn(k, Uj'jikm^ni
3 3
—7(fc) + iiuh^k, tv) + z/|k| /i(fc, tv) = П (fc) ^ ^ ^ ' hm * hn{k, uj^ikm^n-
For notational convenience we write u instead of h. Hence we obtain
3 3
(itv + z/|fc|2)u(fc, tv) = -ns(fc) ^ ^ um * u„(k, uj)ikmen + /(fc). (3.2)
This form is called the subsidiary equation of Navier-Stokes equations. We 
calculate further
3 3 3 3
^ um * iLn{ht Ld^ikm^-n = ^ [u * u]71i77l(/c, tv)zkmen
n=l m=l n=l m=l
3 3
— ^ ^ ^ [u * ii(fc, ^)]n,m[^]m6n
n=l m=l 
3
= У~^[ц * u(fc,tv)zfc]nen
n=l
= u*u(k,u))ik
and obtain the matrix formulation
(itv + v\k\2)u(k,w) — —ns(/c) и * u(k,Lj) ik + f(k) (3.3)
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Boundedness estimates for 
the subsidiary equation
The existence of solutions for many ordinary differential equations is proved 
using integral operator formulation and uniform convergence. In this chapter 
we introduce some equivalent formulations for equations (3.2) and (3.3). For 
each formulation we rewrite the equation in the form
и = Tu + g
and estimate the operator T using a suitable norm.
4.1 Transfer function estimate
We now have the subsidiary equation (3.2) for Navier-Stokes equations (2.3) 
and we proceed according to the operational calculus method in [6], that is, we 
divide both sides of the equation by itv + v\k\2 to obtain
u(k,w) = —t----- -¿ns(fc) и * u(k,ui)ik + —
VjJ -j~ ^1^1 iuj + v\k\2
We calculate
3 3




Ûs(k)q(k,u) Y Y,um* un(k,u))ikme, 
3 г 3
П5(к) Y 9(fc, Ul)YUm* Un(k’
n=l L m=l
3 3
= fls(k) Y Y ч(к'ш)ит * un(k,üj)ikmen 
з з
= ñ5(fc) Y^2Um* Un(k' u)ikmen
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3 3
= ns(fc) Y Y Um * Un^k' u)ik)men
n=l m=l
= П5 (fc) u * tt(k, tv) q(k, w)ik.
The result is nontrivial and allows to analyze the convolution factor u*u and 
the transfer function factor ^+^1 separately. We calculate
^ ii-\ -.  /L . Л 7_   tt Sz- '
ÍW + I/|fc|2
ns(fc) u * u(k,w) ik = ns(fc) и * u(k,w)
= ns(fc)u * u(k,w) -
iw + z/|Å:|2 
ik
ik
and obtain the formulation
u(k,w) = -Ûs(k)u*u(k,w) - ik +
iw + u\k\2
m
iw + v\k\2 iw + u\k\2
(4.2)
for the equation (4.1). We define
Tu(k,w) = —tls(k) и * u(k,w) - ik
iw + u\k\2 '
g(k,w)




u(k,w) = Tu(k,w) + g(k,w) — (Tu + g)(k,w) 
и = Tu + g. (4.4)
The next phase in our analysis is to find a norm for which the operator T is 
contractive. Consider an initial value problem and its solution x, x(t) = 0 for 
t < 0. We know that Volterra operator
Vx(t) = Í x(t')dt'
Jo
is contractive in exponentially weighted supremum norm




with some a G R+. To show this, we calculate
I f*||Ух|| = sup \ Vx(t)e Qt| = sup |Ух(*)||е at\ = sup / x(t')dt'
t>0 t>0 t>о I Jo
< sup Í \x(t')\dt'e~at = sup Í \x{t')\e~at eat dt'e~at 
t>о Jo t>0 Jo
= sup Í |x(t')e~at \eat dt'e~at < sup Í \\x\\eat dt'e~ai
t>o Jo t>o Jo
ft ft








t> 0 / 0
-eat'e~at = ||x|| sup —(eat - l)e" 
a *>n a
■at
sup —(1 - e at) < ||x|| sup — = ||x|| — 
t>о a on a Qo
sup ||Vx|| < sup — I|x|I = — sup I|x 
||x|| = l IM| = 1 a a ||x|| = l
1 - 1. 1 — sup 1 = —1 = —.
a ||x||=i a a
We notice that exponential weighting by e at is transformed into the form of 
an imaginary translation. To show this we calculate
^7(w — ia)
Hence for every a 6 —П- = П+ we define translation
tq : Z3 —+ Z3, Tau(k,uj) = u(k,u> — a).
Translation r0 is linear. The proof is similar to the linearity proof of ra. We 
now define function
IIMIIa = ||TiQ2ti||, a > 0. (4.7)
To show that this is a norm, we establish boundedness and continuity of u(k, tv), 
к ^ 0, to the boundary R with respect to the variable tv. We assume that 
J?xv(k, t) is bounded and absolutely integrable for every fc / 0. Fix fc ф 0. Fix 
6 > 0. Fix Mi > 0 such that
/ |/(M)|dt < l-
VMi z
Fix 5 — ¿J In (l 2||/|Lm)- Ta^e any a > 0, |a — 0| < 6. We calculate
<
1 )f(k,t)e lultdt 
- 1 )f(k,t)e~iUJtdt
pM poo
< / |e-“í-l||/(t)|dí+ / |e-ût-l||/(t)|dt
J o Jm
г М ЛОО




= ||/||ooM(l - e~aM) + |/(t)|dt < - + - = e.
This shows that и (из, к) is continuous to the boundary R with respect to the 
variable из. Boundedness is clear for Im(cv) < 0.
Assume that / : R —> C and / G L2([0, oo)). Then has complex deriva­
tive in the lower complex plane. This is shown in [11] in the introduction of 
Section 19. Hence also the space transformed vector field component f(k,u), 
к ф 0, is analytic on the lower complex plane. Continuity to the boundary R 
was established already.
We calculate
Ukilla = ||t¿q2x|| > 0.
Hence HI ■ |||Q is positive. Linearity of та shows tq0 = 0. We calculate
Illoilla = 11^.011 = 11011=0.
Assume |||x|||a = 0. Fix к ф 0. Components хп(к,из - ia2) over из are analytic 
and hence continuous. This implies that they all are zero for every из e R. 
Assume any component хп(к,из),к ф 0, that is complex analytic on the lower 
complex plane and has the value zero on the line Im(oi) = —a2. It has complex 
Taylor series representation and derivatives 0 on the line Im(cj) = —a2. Note 
that complex derivative can be calculated on the real line.
Fix из = 0. The function xn is zero in the neighborhood В (из — ia2, e) of the 
point из — ia2 by Taylor’s theorem. We recall that region is an open, connected 
set. Hence the lower complex plane is a region. The function 0 defined on 
the lower complex plane is differentiable and hence analytic. It is an analytic 
continuation of xn from В (из — ia2, e) to the lower complex plane. Theorem 
10.18 in [11] shows uniqueness of analytic continuation to the lower complex 
plane. Hence xn = 0 on the lower complex plane. Continuity of xn shows that 
xn = 0 also on R. This implies xn = 0 for every n. Hence x = 0 and we have
x = 0 |||x|||a = 0.
We calculate
IIMIIa = ||Tïaj(ax)|| = ||ariQ2x|| = |o|||riQ2x|| = |a||||x|||a.
Hence |||x|||Q is homogenous. We calculate
|||x + y|l|a = |к4аа(х + у)|| = ||т<ааХ + fiaaj/|| < ||Tia2x|| + \\fia2y\\
= Ukilla + IIMIIa-
Hence HI • |||a satisfies triangle inequality. This shows that ||| • |||Q is a norm. 








Lemma 4.2. Assume sufficiently smooth functions f G W and g € W such 
that ll/lli e R and ||g|| 6 R. Then we have the estimate
\\f *ff|| < 9||/||i ||g||.
Proof: We calculate







k€S,шЕЕ ]x| = l fe=1 j=i
3 3
Yl fi *gk(k,u)xjek 
k=lj=l 
3 3
< sup sup У2 У2 fj * gk{k,w)xj ek
ZcGS.cuGR |x|=l fc—i j—\
3 i 3
= sup sup V V fj * gk{k, ui)xj
kGS,w€R |x| = l д.=1 I
3 3
< sup sup Y'Y'l/j * gk(k,w)llxjl
kes,шея |x|=i fe=1 j=1
3 3
< sup sup У'У'1/j * gk(k,u)\\x\
kes,шея |x|=i fc=1 J=1
< sup V'V'I [ f fj(k',w')gk{k - k',u - w')dk du
/cGS>tvGBt jç_^ j_^ I JS Jr
< sup У'У'/ Í \fj{k',w')\\gk{k-k',uj-u}')\dkdw








;s^eK¡~l j=1 Js Ju
sup V'V' í í \f(k',w')\\g{k - к',UJ -w')\dkdw 
':S^eu£T[j=1Js Ju
sup 9 f í\f{k',u>')\\g{k - k',uj — uj')\dkdüj 
; ,ív€E Js Ju
í [ \f{k',w')\\\g\\dkáw
Js Ju
sup 9 ||g|| í í \f(k',w')\dkduj 
\з,шеи Js Jж
< sup 9 
kes.weR
<
< sup 9||g||||/||i = sup 9||/||i||g|| = 9 ||/||i||g|| 
fcGS,cuGR kGS,tvGlR
to obtain the claim. □
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Lemma 4.3. Assume a E R+ and sufficiently smooth functions f E Z and 
g E Z such that convolution f * g exists. Then we have the equation
Tia2{f * g) = f*ïia2 g■
Proof: Fix any indices i,j E {1,2,3}. We calculate
[na*(f * g)(k,u)}i,j = [/*д(А:,ш-га2)]и = [f * g]itj(k,u> - ia2)
= fj*gi{k,w-ia2)
— í Í fj(k',uj')gi(k — k',w — ia2 - uj')dudk 
Js JR
= í Í fj(k',uj')gi(k — k',lj — u/ — ia2)du dk
Js Jr
= Í f fj(k\uj,)g{k-k,,u}—uj, — ia2)idujdk
Js Jr
— fj(k',w')Tiopg(k — к',w — w')idujdk
Js Jr
= if fj(k',w')(Tia2g)i(k - k',w - w')dujdk
Js Jr
= fj * (vs)i(fc.u) = [/* ria2g]ij(k,uj)
= [f * Tiaig(k,w)]itj
Tiai{f * д)(к,ш) = f *Tia2g(k,u)
Tia*(f*9) = f * Tag­
and obtain the claim. □
Lemma 4.4. We have the inequality
1*1 < 1
a2 + n\k\2 a^/v
Proof: We estimate
\k\ _ 1________ -y/¡j|fc|2 1 < 1 v/Q2 + /j[fc|2 1
a2 + v\k\2 \J a2 + v\k\2 y/a2 + v\k\2 \/v sfa2 л/а2 + w\k\2 y/v
1
OLyJv
and obtain the claim. □
We have collected sufficient knowledge to estimate Tu in а-norm. We cal­
culate
\TiaiTu(k,uj)\ = \Tu(k,uj — га2)|
— ns(fc) u * u(k,uj — га2) -
— ns(fc) Tia2 и * u(k,w) -
ik
i(w — ia2) + u\k\2 
ik
iu — iia2 + u\k\2
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\\\Tu\










iw + а2 + v\k\2 
ik
iw + a2 + v\k\2
< 2||it*fiQ2u|| — 2\iw + a¿ + v\k\z\













i(w — ia2) + v\k\2
/(*)
iw — iia2 + v\k\2
!/(*)! <
iw + a2 + v\k\2
!/(*)!
<
\iw + a2 + v\k\2\ \a2 + v\k\2
!/(*)! < i
a' er
= l|tiQ2ru||= sup \ria2Tu{k,w)\ 
fceS.ueR
18 .......... ... 18 ...............
< sup --- 7= U 1 u a = —7= u 1 M
*6S,cu€R
Q = ||Tia2g|| = sup \fia2g(k,w)\ < sup Л||/|| =-Ja­
kes,шеж fces.ue» a «
The function g is, unfortunately, not in T1, which advices to search for more 
sophisticated estimates.
4.2 Estimate for L2 - L1 norm
L2 — L1 method uses the equation (4.2) and definitions (4.3) leading to the 
formulation (4.4). We apply a set of norms indexed by real parameter a > 0. 
The definition of the set of norms differs from the definition applied in Section 
4.1. We define




We will show that |||u|||Q is a norm. We calculate
I
|||u|||Q=a [ [ \Tia2u(k,üj)\2du%dk > a í Í 0dev dk = 0.
Jr3 L VR Vr3 Vr
This shows that |||u|||a is nonnegative. We calculate
|Q = a [ \ [ \TiaiO(k,u)\2du)*dk = a [ f \0(k,u - ia2)\2duj
JR3 L Jr Jr3 Jr
dk
= a [ [ f |0|2dtv dk = a Í \ Í 0du
Jr3 [Vr J Jr3 Lvr
dk = 0.
Assume that |||u|||a = 0. Countinuity of u(k,u) over tv was shown in Section 
4.1 for every к Ф 0. In addition we assume that u(k, tv) is continuous on Z. 
Continuity of и on Z implies Tia2u(k,uj) = 0 for every {k, iv) 6 S x E and hence 
on the line Im(cv) = —a2. Analyticity and continuity to the boundary R of и 
implies и = 0 (see respective proof in Section 4.1). We obtain
IIHU = о <=> и = о.
We calculate applying properties of the 2-norm to obtain
|||/3u|||a = a[ I [ \Tiaißu(k,uj)\2(Lj dk
Jr3 L Jr
i
= a / / |/3riQ3u(fc,£v)|2dcv dk
Jr3 L Jr
a [ \ß\\ f \ßfia2u{k,uj)\2duj dk
Jr3 L Jr
a\ß\ [ Í [ |riQ2u(fc,tv)|2dtv
Jr3 L Jr




This shows homogeneity of |||u|||a. We calculate
|||ui + u2|||q =
<
a [ [ |riea(ui + u2)(fc,tv)|2dtv
Jr3 L JR
a f Í \(Tia2Ui+Tia2U2)(k,u)\2du dk
VR3 L VR
a / / |TiQ2Ui(fc, tv) + T¿Q2U2(fc,tv)|2dtv dk
Jr3 L Vr
a \ ¡Tia2Ui(k,w)\2duj% + / \fia2U2(k,u)\2du 















This shows that ||| ■ |||Q satisfies the triangle inequality and completes the proof. 










— nS(fc) и * u(k,cv — га2)
2 -i 1Z 1 2
dev dk
i(ev — ia.2) + v\k\2
all — П5(к) и * it(k,ev — ia2) 
Jr3 i Jr I
ik






— ns(fc) и * u(k,cj — ia2)-. ik
R3 LVr
n s(k) и * u(fc,ev — ia2)-.




4 Tia2(u * u)(k,u)r
ik










и * fia2 u(k,uj)ik-
iuj + a2 + v\k\2 
1
/R3 |_Vr I Nev + a2 + v\k\2
3 3
VVlii* riQ2u(fc,ev)]n,m







iev + a2 + t/|fc|2 
3 3
dev dk
= 2 a 53 53iU* n,m(k,u) 
Jr3 L Vr I n=1 m=i
ikmen .iu + a2 + v\k\2
dev dk
= 2a/ / 53 53 * fca3u]n(fc,ev)
dR3 LVR í“ím=1
ikmen .iui + a2 + i/|k|"
dev dk
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= 2 a í í / I £ £ Í Í um{k',u')[Tia2u\n(k -к', и- и')
У ®3 L7r I У®3 JR
du'dk'ikmen-iu + a2 + z/|k|2 du dk
= 2a f [/[££/ / Um(*'V)[TiQ2u]n(k -k',u- u') 
J R3 L v R L n_^ •/K3 «'R
du'dk'ikmen iu + a2 + i/|k|2
3 3
du dk
< 2a [ Í / [ £ £ / Í um{k',u')[т
У®3 LVr L“! “iЛ» л
TiQ2u]n(fc - к',и-и')












ùv + a2 + v|k|2 
3 3
dtv dk
< 2a f [ /"[££ Í / KfcW)m||riQ2u(fc - k',tv-u/)n|dcv'
d®3 L У» L;^ ”[ У»3 Ун
dk'-
|k|
itv + a2 + i/|k|2| 
3 3
dtv I dk
< 2a f \ [ [££ [ [ \u(k\u')\\Tia2u{k - k',
У®3 1У® L^m=1y®3 У®
и — U
du'dk |k| dtv dk|wv 4- a2 + i/|k|2|
2a f i f [э f Í \u{k',u')\\Tiaiu(k — k',u — u')\du'dk'
У®3 L У® L У®3 У®
1*1
dtv dk
I iu + a2 + v|k|2|
< 2a [ [ f [9 f f \u(k',u')\2du'2 Í \ria2u{k — k',u — u')\2du'7dk'
У®3 [У® L У®3 У® У®
|k|
|itv + a2 + t/¡k|2|
dtv dk
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= 2a [ \ f [9 f \ [ \u(k',ui')\2du' [ f |т^2ы(/с - k',u')\2du' 
Jr3 Ivr L Jж3 Lvr J l/r
dk'
1*1




|ria2i¿(fc — k\ujf)\2dij dk'




\ria2u(k - k',u')\2du' dk'
ifcj2 г 1 ;
a2 + v\k\2 JRu2 + 1









18Qf-- Í \ [ \u(k',u')\2du') [ [ f \Tia2u(k- k',u')\2du'





i(fc,w')|2cL/ dkdk'" [ f / |u(A',ü/)|!w] 2 / [ / It,
2 7r3 [yE J 7r3 [ yR
[ \ [ |TiQ2u(fc,iv,)|2div,l dk f \ f \u(k' ,u')\2du' dk' 
2 JR3 L7r J Уж3 [Vrг/2
18атт
а г/ 2 укз [_ уЕ
|u(fc',o/)|2da/ dk'
R3 L VR
= ——j-Q f \ f \u{k' ,u')\2du' dk'a í [ Í 









We estimate also the function g and obtain
= a
= a
a / / \Tia2g(k,u)\2du%dk = a / / \g(k,u - ic?)\2du)2dk
y®3 y® y®3 y®
/(fc)








из [ У® | hv + а2 + í/|fc|2
»/ /—





2 dkn f r f l/(fc)l2
Аз [Уки;2 + (а2 + И^2):
= ai / -ТГТТ^'Г*
7r3 L« + У® ^ +1 J
- „/ ^i/wi tik<a¡
Уцз (a2 + i/|fc|2)2 y®3 a
For indices ai and ад, aj < ад we have the inequality
ai f \ [ \g(k',u' — ia\)\2du' dk' 

















2 i Í 
du'
/r3 [Ук I + a? + z/|k'|2
Í r [ l/(^)l2










R3 Ur (^-tv")2 + (af + ^4-z/|k'|2)2 q2
dk'
= Ctg
„ r r f \m\2 <% „
1 7r3 [ 7r tv"2 + (af + i^lfc'l2)2 af
Í Г Í \f(k')\2
Ju 3 [Ук
dk'






f Г [ I Z(k')
7r3 L7k + q^ + t/|fc'|2 
Уцз [ Jr I гш' - uq| + Ик'
[ \f\______/(^










[ [ [ \д{к',ш' - iaD^dh)' dk' 
J R3 L JК
= lllsllk-
Although estimates (4.9) are nice, they do not verify the contractivity estimate 
of the Banach fixed point theorem. This is because the operator T has to be 
defined in a complete metric space D and such that TD C D, and this condition 
is still without proof.
4.3 Supremum-norm estimate




П (k) ^ ^ ) um * ип(к,ы) ienfcm f (k)ioj + z/|k|2 гы + v\k\2
We apply the change of variables u(k,u) = (гы + 1/|к|2)|к|2и(к,и/) and obtain
3 3
:/Чк,ш) = -ns(fc)EE  /
n=l m=l •'R3
йт{к',ш')
I к'12 (гы' + t/|k'|2)
. i, ,/l2;(f ,/m^fc,¿enkTO|ki2+/(k)iki2.
|fc - к'|2(г(ы — ы') + í/|k - k'l2)
For notational convenience we write
3 3
а(к,ы) - П5(к)£ХЦ3.1 lfc'|2(¿ + H*,la)
ггп(к — к',ы — ы')
|к — к'|2(г(ы — cv') + z/|fc — fc'|2) 
without tilde. We define
3 3
cLo'dk'ienkm\k\2 + f(k)\k\¿
un[k — к',ы — tv')





We notice, that the operator T is a singular integral operator. We obtain also
u = Tu + g. (4.9)
Estimates will be based on the supremum-norm
||u|| = sup |u(/c,cv)|. 
fces.weR
We now start to analyze properties of transformed heat kernel and establish 
an upper bound for absolute value estimated convolution. For that purpose we 
use the convolution formula
/ * g = f&g). (4.10)
We will apply Theorem 1.40 to establish the equation (4.10). Assume that 




|u| + CL\ 
l
I tv I + 0*2












We show this. The function / is continuous as a composite of continuous func­
tions. Assume xi > 0 and x2 > 0. We calculate
1111
/(x2) - fixl) |x2| + ax |xi| + oi x2 + ai xi+ai
LX2 d 1 dx x + a\ dxn
12
/■12 1 
Jx 1 iX + 'ai):
-dx
ri2 2. Г 2
= / -sgn(x)-———-¿dx = / f\x)dx.
Jx i (Ia'I "b ai) JXl
Assume X\ < 0 and x2 < 0. We calculate
1 1
/(x2) - f{xi) =
1
















Assume xi < 0 and x2 > 0. We calculate
f(x2)-f(x1) = /(x2)-/(0) + /(0)-/(x1)
lim /(x2) - lira f(b) + lim /(a) — lim /(xi)
b—>0+ b—»0+ a—►O- a—»0
lim (/(x2) - f{b)) + lim (/(a) - /(xi)) 
b—1-0+ a—.0-
/•X2 ra
lim / f1(x)dx + lim / /1(x)dx 
ь—o+ yb a—*o~ yXl
f f1(x)dx + Í f1(x)dx 
Jo J x i
f /1(x)dx + Í f1(x)dx= Í f1(x)dx.
Jx i */0 J ii
Assume that xi > 0 and x2 < 0. We calculate
/Ы
/(xi) = -(/(xi) - f (x2)) = - f f1(x)dx = Í f\x)dx.
J x2 Jx 1
Hence for X! ф 0 and x2 ф 0 we have
/(x2)-/(x î) = / f1(x)dx. 
J II
For xi € R and x2 e R we calculate
/(x2) - /(xi) lim lim /(&) — lim lim f(a)= lim lim (/(è) —/(a))
a—»xi i>—>X2 a—»xi b—»X2 a—»xi b—»X2
/>Ь /»X2
lim lim / f1(x)dx — / 
a-»xi Ь—X2 ya yxi f1(x)dx.
Hence for every x\ € R and x2 G R we have
We have





respectively. Functions f1 and g1 are finitely piecewise continuous, that is, they 
are piecewise continuous with finite number of separate continuous pieces. In 
addition, they decrease quadratically. Hence they are in L1.
Finitely piecewise continous ^-functions can be approximated by com­
pactly supported finitely piecewise continuous L1-functions. Compactly sup­
ported finitely piecewise continuous L1-functions can be approximated by com­
pactly supported finitely piecewise constant functions in L1 and compactly sup­
ported finitely piecewise constant functions by Lipschitz-continuous functions
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in Ll. Take a sequence g\ of Lipschitz-continuous L1-functions with Licpshitz- 




I/1 * g\b) -f1* g\(b) +/1 * g„{b) -f1* gln(a)
+/1 * gh(a) - f1 * дг{а) I 
I/1 *9г(<>) -Z1 *9nWI 
+I/1 *9n(6) -Z1 *g^(o)|
+IZ1 * ghia) - Z1 *g1(«)l 
IJ f1(t)(g1(b-t)-g^(b-t))dt
+ j J fl(t)(gn(b-t)-gi(a-t))dt
+ | J Z^iXgiU“-*) -gl(a-t))dt
IIZ1IUIl91-9ÍI|i+Tn|b-a||IZ1lli 
+ IIZ1Hoo|^-91||i.
Fix e > 0. Fix n such that Цд1 - g* || < зртц^- Fix a £ R. Fix be R such 
that |6 - a| < 3¿n||/i||i- Then we have
IZ1 *gl(b) -Z1 *g4a)| < e-
This shows that f1 * gl is continuous at a. Hence fl * g1 is continuous. Con­
volutions f1 * g and f * g exist by Schwartz inequality. We calculate applying 
these existence results, Fubini’s theorem (Th 8.8 in [11]) and Theorem 1.9 to 
obtain
f1 * g{b) - f1 * g(a) f fl(t)g{b-t)~ ( fitfgia-tjdt
J—oo J — ooJ if'Wgib-t)- fl(t)g(a-t))dt
[ f1(b){g(b — t)— g(a — t))dt






I I fl{b)gl{x— t)dtdx
[ fl*gl(x)dx,
J a
Z1 *gl(t + h) - Z1 *g1{t)lim 
h—о
i rt+h
= h Jt f1*g1(x)dx = f1*g1(t)
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{f1 *9)' = f1*91, (4.11)
Z * g{b) -f* g{a) = 9* f(b) ~9* f {a)
/OO rOOg(t)f(b — t) — g(t)f{a - t)dt -OO J —OO
= [ (9(t)f(b-t)-g{t)f{a-t))dt
J—OO
/OO 9{t)(f(b-t) - f{a-t))dt
-oo
/oo z*bg(t) J /1(z — t)dxdt 
= J j g(t)f1(x — t)dxdt
= f f g(t)f1(x—t)dtdx
Ja J —oo
= J g * f1{x)dx = J f1 * g(x)dx,
</*»№ - &/l,9(1 + r/l,9W
-i pt+h
= Äy Z1 * ff(x)dx = Z1 *g(í)
(Z *9)' = Z1 *g- (4-12)
We will need equations (4.11) and (4.12) in the existence proof of «^(Z *9)-
Lemma 4.5. Assume that functions f and g are even and convolution f * g 
exists. Then f * g is even.
Proof: We calculate
f*g(-w) = J f(aj')g(-u) -u')du>' = J f(-u')g(-u + w')(-du/)
= f f(-u')g(-u + oj')du' = f f(-bj')g(-(uj -w'))<Lj'
J—00 J—00
= / f(v')g(uj - Lj')duj' = /* ø(w)
V —OO
and obtain the claim. □










Then we have limits
/ * g(uj) —» 0 as и —> oo
/ * g(u) —> 0 as tv —> —oo.
Proof: We calculate
f°° I__ 1




~ 7-00 1 + W5 dtv =
1 + 2|cv| + |w|2 
arctan(w)
-OO
7Г Г 7Г 
2 “ _ 2
[ [ \f(u')g(bJ - u')\(Lj' < Í \f(u')\2du' Í \g(w-и')\2<1и'
L «7 — 00 J «7 — 00 «7—00
= ri/(uoiw/eew«oi2(-*o
«7—oo «7 oo
= Г I/MIW Г |s(w')|W
«7 — 00 «7-ос
/
OO I XI 12 ЛОО I Г)
■ojl + M ^ I-oo I 1 + |w'
12 лоо-oo ïtmI ^2/-„|гтм
< C2D2it2,
Í |/(a/)g(tj — a/)|do/ < CDtt,
J f(uj')g(uj — w')<Lj' 6 C.
This shows that / * g exists. Assume w > 0. We calculate
/.oo l + |w'| I + Icj-w'I^ Z* l + KI l + ltv-u'l^
+ Г -Л-Г___ -____ 7Л/
1 + ]o/| 1 + |ш — ш'|
Зы
Гт__ 1________1____  ,
7* 1 + |tvz| 1 + |cv — о/|
/•°° 1_______ 1 ,
J¥ 1 + |u/| 1 + |cv> — u/|
dev'
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y-*_:i___ i__ , П i
У-СЮ 1 + |<*>'| 1 + |ы — ÍV'| J_¡¿ 1 + |ü/| 1 + l(V — (V1 -dtv'
I ------- i------------ í--- -(-du/)
1 + |<V — CV'| 1 + |iv'|
dio'
/f i + |j-w/|i+1H("dw,) + /_
/■■“ i i , , ñ i i , ,
У_оо 1 + |tv'| 1 + |lV — (v'| У_и: 1 + |ív'| 1 + |íV — CV |
yf 1________ 1___ , Г? 1________ 1_
+ У_|. 1 + |cV -CV'| 1 + |<v'| + У-ОО 1 + |w - w'| 1 + |cv'|
у-т___i________ i_____ , ñ___i________ i_____ ,
У-ОО 1 + |u/| 1 + |(V — ü/| У-T ^ l^'l 1 + |<*> — a;,|
- 2/oq 1 + м i + и^'+ 2Д 1 + M1 + ISI^'
= 2[/_00 Í + MI + M^4/., i + ifli + иН
= 2[/_то 1 + 2|cv'| + И2^ + lTífi L% ГТЙ^.






1 + I 2 I/ О
arctan (—77) - (“) + , 2|U)| ln(l +
1 + lfl
^ - arctan (^) +21n(l + ^)e_ln(1+^ 0 as cv —► 00.










У-ОО 1 + 1Ш'
1 + |cv — cv' 
1




This completes the proof. □
00 1  M l + |<v-cv'| 
0 as cv —> 00.
dev'
—du' —> 0 as cv —» 00,
/ * g(cv) —> 0 as cv —* 00, 
0 as cv —> —00.
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Functions / and g are even and they have estimates
№>l - ГТЙ' Cl>0' 
IsHI < c2>o.i + M
To show evenness of / and g, we calculate
1 1
/И = Ы 4* cl i — cv| 4- ai
The equation
ffH = g(-w)
is obtained by replacing ai with a2. To show the above estimate, we calculate
i i + M i i i + M








cv + oí w + a\
1 |w| + ai
Now the estimate




Iff ИI < l + M'
is obtained by replacing oi with a2. Functions fl and gl have similar estimates. 
To show this, we calculate





|cv| 4- ai |cv| 4" ai d\ 
1 Cj < Dx
< —i/hi
Also the estimate




is obtaind by replacing ai with a2.
Lemma 4.7. Assume that f € X and g G X. Assume that there are functions 
f1 € X and g1 € X such that
f(x2)-f(x i) Г f\t)dt,
J X1 
ГХ2
s(x2) -g(xi) = / gl{t)dt.
Jx 1
Then we have the equation 
rb
[ f1{x)g{x)dx = / f{x)g(x) - Í f{x)g1{x)dx. 
Ja / a Jo.
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Proof: We calculate
f f1(x)g(x)dx = 
J a
f fi{x)(g(x) - g(a) + g(a))dx 
J a
[ (f4x){g(x) - g(a)) + fl{x)g(a))dx 
Ja
J f1(x)(g{x) - g{a))dx + J f1{x)g{a)dx
Í fl(x) f g1(t)dtdx + Í f1(x)g(a)dx 
Ja Ja Ja
í í f1{x)g1(t)dtdx + í fl(x)g(a)dx
Ja Ja Ja
í í f1(x)g1(t)dxdt + í f1(x)g(a)dx
Ja Jt Ja
í í g1(t)fl(x)dxdt + f f1(x)g(a)dx
Ja Jt Ja
í g1^) í f1(x)dxdt+ í fï(x)g(a)dx 
Ja J t Ja
j g1(t)(f(b) - f(t))dt + J f1(x)g(a)dx
f (91(t)f(.b)-g1(t)f(t))dt + j fl(x)g(a)dx
í g1{t)f(b)dt- í gl(t)f(t)dt+ i f1(x)g(a)dx 
Ja Ja Ja
í g1(t)f(b)dt+ í f1(x)g(a)dx — í gl(t)f(t)dt 
Ja Ja Ja
f f{b)g1(t)dt+ í g(a)f1(x)dx — í gl(t)f(t)dt 
Ja Ja Ja
fib) [ g1(t)dt+g[a) í f1(x)dx- í g1(t)f(t)dt 
Ja Ja Ja
f{b)(g{b) - g(a)) + g{a){f{b) - f(a)) - í g1(t)f(t)dt
J a
f{b)g{b) - f(b)g(a) + g{a)f{b) - g{a)f{a)
- j 9l(t)f(t)dt
f(b)g{b) - f{b)g(a) + f(b)g(a) - f(a)g{a)
- [ 91{t)f(t)dt 
J a
f{b)g{b) - f(a)g{a) - í g1(t)f(t)dt 
J a
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= j f{x)g{x) - J 9l(t)f{t)dt
to obtain the claim. □
Lemma 4.8. Assume functions f £ X and g G X, f1 € X and g1 & X such 
that
f{x2)-f{xi) = í f\t)dt,
Jxi
g(x2)-g(xi) = J g1(t)dt,
functions f and g are bounded and they have limit 0 atoo and — oo. Assume, that 
functions f1 and g1 are also absolutely integrable. Then we have the equation
/
OO / 00 /*00
/1(x)5(x)dz = / f(x)g(x) - / f(x)g1{x)dx.




|/1(x)5(x)|dx = / |/1(x)||p(x)|rfx < / |/1(x)|C2dx







|/(x)g1(x)|dx = / |/(x)||g1(x)|dx < / Cilg^dx
-00 J—00 J —oo
= Cl J |g1(x)|dx < C\D2.
This shows that all integral terms in the equation converge absolutely and hence 
converge, that is they exists. The substitution term clearly exists. Hence we 




lim / f1{x)g{x)dx 
- _o° 7M,
f(x)g{x) - [ f(x)gl(x)dx 
J Ml
г М2
f(x)g{x) - lim / f(x)g1(x)da 
"1 t 7 Mi
/OO ЛОО
/(x)g(x) - / f(x)g1(x)dx.




;w 2 —* 00 *
f 00 /»OO
This shows the claim. □
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—> 0, Mi, М2 —> 00 






M -T + it
-tvr+itut
1




for every r > 0. Hence we have
/•Mi rooлоо /Mi /»М2
/ / e-(u'+a)Teiwtdrda; = / lim / е~^+а)т eiutdrduj
Jo Jo Jo М2 —kxJq
/•Ail /М2
lim / / е-(ы+а>те^т<Ь







= / / e-(<v+a)Te«vtd(vdT
Уо Уо
/•OO /»Mi
= lim / / е-(ш+а)те“*Аа^г
о^о+ Уа Уо
/*оо /»ОО
= lim / / е-(ы+а)ге“*^т
а—0+ У а Уо
/»ОО /»ОО
- lim / / e~^+a)reiut(LjdT,
0—0+ Уа Ум,
i /»Mi /»00 /»00 /»oo
/ / е~^ш+а^т eiut drdjjj — lim / / е-(ш+а)1Уы<<Ь<*г
I Уо Уо а—.0+ Уа Уо
/»ОО /»ОО
lim / / e-(w+a)reiwtdu;dr
о^о+ У а У Mi
I Г= lim /
I 0+ Уа
—e~MlTeiMltdTт — it





e-°T e-MiTeiM,t\dT _ / е-ат 1 e~MlT giMit





Jo |0 - it\
1 Г°° i i/ e-MlTdr= ->0, AI\ * oo.
it\ Jo \t\ Mi
I t — ii
e oo
According to the definition of convergence we have
io i e-^+°)TeiutdTdw r OO /»OO
Jo Jo
e-(u,+o)Teiut(ivdT
for every t ф 0. We calculate
ЛОО 1/ — 

















ат----- -dr, а > 0, t О,
т — it
í —-—eiutduj 
У-oo -w + а
Г —Í— ei(-w)t(-du;) - Г° -i-e^-^áv 
Уоо ш + а Jo cv + а
/•OO 1 Z-CXD 1
/ —— e^^dta = / е-ат------ ——dr
Уо ta + а Уо г — г(—*)
,°о 2
/ е ат--------dr, а > 0, t ф О,
Уо T + zt
/°° -J—e^dui = Г ---- ----- e^dta + Г —
У-оо М + а У-оо —w + а Уо ш + а-
fOO
Т + it 
1
т- + е т — it dr
f°о 1 f00 1= / е-аг- - - - - - dr + / е~ат- - - - - : -






т + it т — it
•’-ат —%dr
г2 + t2
f00 r- 2l dr
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_ 2 f e-o|t|r'___ —____Шт' - 2 f e-o|t|T'___—___dr'- 2 Jo (|Í|T')2+Í2' 1 Jo W+f>dT
fOO /
= 2/ e~°|t|T'-72—7dT'’ « > O, i/0,
Jo T 2 + 1
/oo 1 /-00 1—:—e^da; - / -------- e^-^dui
-oo M + « У-æ N +a
/»oo /
= 2 / е-о|-<|т'______¿T'Jo т'2 + l
/■oo /
= 2/ е-“1‘1т'-7Т—dr', a>0,
Jo T 2 + 1
0.
This shows that exists. The existence of Ж5 is shown in a similar way. Now 
we can establish the existence of * g). We calculate












IJ^MI / - o/)|du;da/
-OO 7 —OO
= f I/1 Ml / I^MIdwdw'







Is1 (ш)Ido; / l/^a/Olda;'
-OO v/ —00
= llff1||l||/1||l = ll/1||l||p1||l€R.
It is known that sets R and R are а-finite measure spaces with Lebesgue measure. 
We apply Fubini’s theorem (Th 8.8 in [11]) to obtain
)e~itu'duj'
)e~ituJ' du’




g1{^j)e~lt'JJduj / fl(uj’)e 
-00 J —00= Г Г g\u)e~ituldu fl(u')e~itu'du'
J — OO 7—00
= Г [ g1(u)e~iUjdudüj'
7 —oc 7 —oc







/ V-- и')е~и{ш~ш ^ du du'










fl(u')gl(u - u')e - itu»+itu»'—itu/ dudu1
yOO
7 —oo Í f1 (<*>'№(“ - u')e -itwdudu'
yoo
7 —ooгJ —oo fl(u')gl(u-u')e -itudu'du
- /_; /_; u')du'du
= /“ e'rt“’ Г f\u')g\u-
J—OO
■ u')du'du
- /; yOO7—oo f1(u')g1(u — u')du'e ltu>du°~ituduí f1*g1(u)t
J — OOJ°° (f1* g)'(и)е~«“du




/ * g(u)(—it)e~ttu —f f * g(u)(-it)(-it)e~lbjJ du 
7 — OO—oo 
f oo f * g(u)(—it)e ,<ш + f f * g(u)(-it)(—it)e ltu,du 
„3 /-oo
= J f * g(u)(—it)2e~ltu>du
= (-ii)2 Í f* g(u)e~ltuJ du, t ф 0.
7 — OO
This shows that <^(/ * g) exists. We obtain also
(-it)2 /°° f * g(u)e~iutdu = Г fl(u')e-itu'du' Г gl(u)e-ituldu 
7 —oo J —oo J—oo
J°° fl(u')e~itu'du'j [-/°° g1(w)e-itwdo;
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(-it)(-it) Г f{u)e-itudu f g{u')e~itw' du'
J —OO J —ОО
/оо /Не'*6 í 7Í О,














ОО i Z* ос
/(iv)e-<twàv-^ / g^'K^'da/
-oo ^ v —oo
л roo \ r°° e~itu'du'
= 2n^f(t)¿?g(t) = 27f&g(t), t ф 0. 
To establish the integrability of jJ^X/ * g)| we estimate
/»OO /»OO /-OO I _/l l /_Je‘,T'“‘+r
/•OO /»OO /»OO _/ _//
- I l TÏ^TÏM"
roo /»OO 9 / -/<
I I ____________'______1 dr'dr"






у/т’аi + r"a22 T'2 + 1 T"2 + 1
ЛОО ЛОО 1 т/ т"
2 / / -----  ^-==—2-------- 9------dr'dr"
Jo Jo у/т'сцт/r" a2 r'2 + 1 т"2 + 1
ЛОО ЛОО /§ т//|
/ / -4--------4-----dr'dr"





The variable t defines real line, that is known to be ст-finite measure space with 
Lebesgue measure. Variables r' and r" define a plane [0, oo) x [0, oo), that is
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(7-compact set, because it is a countable union of compact squares. The explicit 
construction is similar to that of N2. Hence the plane is also a и-finite measure 
space with Lebesgue measure. The integrand is continuous on К x [0, oo)2. 
Hence it is also measurable on R x [0, oo)2. We calculate using Fubini’s theorem 









/ fiu^e^^du' / g(w)
-OO I J—OO J—OO
/
OO I /»OO / /»OO //J2i
/
OO /»OO /»OO / ftJ I ^
- 4i l L°-lTn+r





Уо т2 + 1 dr2 6 R, ai > 0, 02 > 0.i/a 102 ,
This shows that |^(/ * g)| is Riemann-integrable. Hence x 6 A. Also the 
assumption 1 of Theorem 1.40 is verified for x = f * g. Lemma 4.6 shows, that 
x satisfies the assumption 2. For positive values of и we calculate
(/ * 9)'H = / * g\u) = g1 * f(u) = J g1^')/^ -u')du'









Joo \u + ш'|
+ ai (|u/| + 02)2
-1_________ Sgn(aj/)
|a> — u'\ + ai (|(v'| + аг)2 
-1_________ Sgn(u/)
[ta — iv'| + ai (|сУ| + ü2)2 
° -1__________sgn(a/)
|cv — c/| + ai (|ü/| + аг)2 
sgn(—a;')
+f












+ al (M + a2)2 
-1 sgn(w')




For negative values of со we calculate
f*g(u) = w < 0
(/ * ø)'M = -(/*д)'(-ш) > °. w<o.
To check the assumption 3 we calculate
f \(f*g)'{u)\du = f \{f * g)'(uj)\duj + Í \{f*g)'(u)\dw
J—oo J—oo Jo
= [ lf*g)'(w)doj - [ {f*g)'{ui)dhJ
J—oo J 0
= / / * øH - / /* øM
/ -oo / 0
- (/*0(0)-0)-(0-/*<,(()))
= 2(/*g)(0).
Theorem 1.40 now implies
(f*g)H = [0°&(f*g)(t)eiutdt=[ 2тг & f & дЦ)е™г dt
J— oo J —oo
= 2тг Г ^f^g(t)eiutdt = 2tf&g)(u)
J — OO
/ * g = 2тг^’-1(^"/Жд).
This is the equation (4.10). It is worth noting that transforms and ^"g 
are singular at 0. Hence they are always integrated using improper Riemann- 
integral of the kind considered in [6]. Assume а Ф 0 or b ^ 0. We estimate
M + W
|o + l6| +
1*1 1
¡a + ib\ |a| + |b| [|a + ib\ |a + ib\ J |a| + |6|
1 2
- (1 + 1)нТн=ЯТЩ 
1 2 2 
<
\ib + o| |a + ib\ |a| + |6| |6| + |o|
To establish a change of order of integration, we estimate
ЛОО roo rOC/ / / e4T'ai 
JO JO J—oo I
ГОО roc rCC I= / / / k(r'
JO JO J—oo I
ai+r"a2)|t|
r' r"









Jo T2 + l dr2 €
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The variable t defines real line, that is known to be ст-finite measure space with 
Lebesgue measure. Variables r' and r" define a plane [0, oo) x [0, oo), that is also 
a (7-finite measure space with Lebesgue measure. The integrand is continuous on 
R x [0, oo)2. Hence it is also measurable on R x [0, oo)2. We calculate applying 
Fubini’s theorem (Theorem 8.8 in [11]), Example 11.5 in [8] and Table 11.1 in 
[8] to obtain
Iiu>' + ai| |i(cv — cv') + 02
roo 2 2
-dio'
-dio'I-oo M + Oi |ш - cv'I + a2 
4(/ * g){u) = 4 •
4-2ТГ [ {&f&g)(t)eiutdt = 8тг f &f{t)&g{t)eiutdt 
J — OO 7 —00
/
OO 1 roo 1 n oo
¿ J /KJe-^íb)^ J jW)e-^'d^'
c\ noo noo noo
- / f{oi")e~itu" du" / g(iv')e-tiiydu/
7 —OO 7 — OO 7 —OO 
OO лОО 1
|w"| + ai
/■°° 1е",<ш du" / —------- .
7-00 M + a2
2 Г00 Г
Я 7 — oo j —OO
o /*oo noo / Z*c
= - f 2 e-a^T^—dr'2
TT 7-00 7o r,2 + l 7o
_ _ j / / g—»l |t|r'—aj|t|r pia;t _
^ J—oo J O 7 O
n лОО лОО /»OO= i / / f е-^+т"
^ J—oo J О v О
О лоо /*оо ЛОО= * е-(т'“1+т"
^ 70 70 «/—оо
О /»ОО ЛОО ЛОО
- -7Г 70 70 7—оо
лОО лОО ЛС









T'2 + 1 r"2 + 1
r' t" 
t'2 + 1 t"2 + 1 
./ T" 




= 16 -(T'ai+r"a2)|t| -iwt ___Z._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
t'2 + 1 T"2 + 1
/•°° 7°° 1 1_____________1
16 Jo Jo 7Г |r'ax + t"o2| 1 +
16 Z-00 7°° r'ai + t"
7Г 7o 7o (t'oi + r"a2)
ai+r"a2 
./
2 + ÍV2 r'2 + 1 r"2 + 1
1 лОО ЛОО 1 _/ _//1® f í ____í________l_____ I___ dr'dr".
tt 7o 7o r'ai + т"а2 r'2 + 1 t"2 + 1
To establish another integrablity result we calculate

















a2 Jo l-t2 -
¿2 + ^¿
dt
-12 + ь4 , b4+ 5 + 1
■ dt








(artanh( ^ ) - artanh(
О2 /ь4 I a4 V~~" 4 /b4 , a4
2(artanh(^F) + artanh(^W))
/b4 , a‘\J^ + 7‘
0)
л/a4 + 64
Hence we have 
J = lo {\V +\k'\2 eos(9) + |fc — k'\2 sm(9) \k — k'\2 cos(ö) + \k'\2 sin(ö)








^\k - k'l* + \k'\2




|k'|4 + |k-Å/|4 \к'-\к + 1к\4 + \к'-\к-12к\4
(|^_lfc|2 + 2(fc'-lfc).ífc + |lfc|2)2
+(|fc'_Ifc|2_2(fc'-ifc).Ifc+|ifc|2)2
dfc' - |fc|a + ||fc|2)2
+2(|fc'-ifc|2 + |Ifc|2).2(fc'-ifc)-ÍA;
+(2(fc'-lfc).lfc)2





= m' -\k? + \\k\2)2 + 2{2{k' -\k)-\kf
The first area tangens hyperbolica term in the integral J has singularity at 






1 1_/^Q4 + b4 + Q2^
2 Va4 + b4 — a2
1 w (Va4 + b4 + a2)(Va4 + b4 + a2) ^
2 n( (Va4 + 64 - a^V^+b4 +M)
1 (Va4 + 64 + a2)2 
2ln( a4 + i»4 - a4 >
Va4 + b4 + a2. 
ln(------- J2-------- )
< Va4 + 2a2b2 + b4 + a2 + b2. ln(----------------- ¿2----------------- )
a2 + 62 a2 + 2a6 + 62
ln(2-T5—) < ln(2------- ¡3------- )
< ln(4
b2





2 + 21n(a + 2^+~)
2 + 2In((^+>A)2)
2 + 4ln(^,
2 + 41°(1 + ^)i2 + 4S
For the first area tangens hyperbohca term we obtain
artanh(
I fc?
Vlfc'14 + |fc - fc'i4
) < 2 + 4
УМ
The second term has singularity at k' = 0. We apply commutativity of sum to 
obtain
artanh(-
\k-k'\2 . L/ fc-fc'2 Vfc-fc'-!-------- !------- = = artanh(—pV____ ' - < 2 + 4 v .— .,V V /n "M ■ +'I2; - УМ■ yMT+iï^w/ ' '”v y* - fc'i4 + |fcf
Assume 0 < a < 3 and 0 < ß < 3 such that a + ß = 4. For |fc'| < ||fc| we
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estimate
f _i____i___ Ldk> < [ Л
J\k'\<7¡\k\ 1*1“ I*-*1^ \к\2 ]\к'\<±\к\ 1*1 dk’|*-|<i|*| 1*1“ 11*1 Ч*1Н*1 
_ f __1_______í______ —dk'J\k'\<h\k\ 1*1“ (1*1 - \k'\)0 l*l2
< f _1_______ i_______—dk1 < f
J\k'\<m \k'\a (i*i - éi*i)fl i*l2 - J\k'\
i i
2ß
Ifc'KèlM lfc'l“ (hk\)ß W2 
r i 2ß ri\k\ 1
> L<mwdk'=w* L ~^rJr
dk'
\k\ß+
4tt • 2ß Г^к 1i:\k\ß+2
4тг ■ 2ß 1 2“~3
•2 adr —
\k\ß+2
4tx ■ 2ß /ï|k|r3-“ 47r-2'3(i|fc|)3-°
\k\ß+2 /0 3 - а “ \k\ß+2 3 - а
4тг 2a+ß~3 4тг 24-3
\k\ß+2 3 - а |fc|Q-3 Z-a\k\a+ß-1 3 — o: lfcl4-1
= 7Т^ШзеМ VM°-
(3 - oí) |fc|3
For k' e M3, |/c' — Å:| < 5|fc| we estimate
f 111 ,,,//■ 1 1 1
У|к.-к|<1|к| 1*1“ i* - *r i*i2 - 7i-vi<iw i* - *r i*r l*l2
Í 1 1 1 ,
“ 7|fc'|<i|*:| l*T l*-*T l*|2 
Ï Vfc ф 08тг 1(3^9)№
For |fc'| > ||fc| we estimate
[ _i_____1____ Ldfc'
У|к'1>Ик| 1*1“ I*-*'!'3 I*l2 < i
hk'
i i








M>H*| (|*1 - |fc|)“+/» |*|
00 1 1






âlfel (Г - |*|)4
r2dr
^ Г ¿(r+|fc|)2dr = Í¡L Г l(r + |fc|)2dr
l*l2 7i|fc| r4 1*1 У^|*| r4
[ \{r2 + 2r\k\ + \k\2)dr
1*1 7i|*| r4 
4тг Г
i*i2 Л
1 +2|fc|l + |fc|2l
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= ш\ Г r~2dr + 2|fcl Г r~*dr + lfcl2 /°° r_4drlfcl L7i|fci Vi|fc| 7iifci





(||*1)_1 + 2|Ä;||(||Ä|)-2 -b |fc|2|(I|fc|)-3
4тг , 8.
= №(2 + 4+з)€ V/fc^O.
The remainder В(0, ||A|)\ (B(0, ±\k\)UB(k, ¿|fc|) of R3 is compact and the in­
tegrand continuous. This shows that the integrand has maximum. Positiveness 
of the integrand shows boundedness. Hence the integral exists over R3.
Assume r' = r sin(0) cos(ö). We have
'■ - i:Ow i
+
\k'\2 cos(0) + |fc — k'\2 sin(ö)
1 x sin(0) cos(0)
г)"|fc — k'\2 cos (9) + |k'|2 sin(#); r2 sin2(0) cos2(0) + 1
1
drd9
J0 ^ \k'\2 cos{9) + |fc — k'\2 sin(S)




\k'\2 cos(9) + \к — к'I2 sin(y)
)|fc — k'\2 cos(9) + |fc'|2 sin(9)
r°° il dr’dO
r00 il l |fc'|2 cos(0) + \k — k'\2 sin(0)
+ I к — к' I2 cos(y) + |&'|2 sin(0)
)d6
1
+ I к — к112 cos(0) + |fc'|2 sin(0)
\k'\2 cos(9) + \k — k'\2 sin(0) 
)d9
2(artanh( , fc ^ + artanhi \k k \ \\
7Г v Vlfcr+jfc-fc'!4^ y|fc'|4+|fc-fc'l4;;
2 ^|fc/|4 + |fc_fc'|4
whenever к' Ф 0 and k' ^ k. Hence
(TÏ7 1
+
\k'\2 cos(y) + |A: — k'\2 sin(ö)
1 x sin(ö) cos (9)
)-\k - fc'l2 cos(0) + \k'\2 sin(0) r2 sin2(9) cos2(0) + 1
drd9
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1cow|fc'|2 cos(Ø) 4- |fc — к'I2 sin(ö)
1 sin(Ø) cos(Ø)
|fc — к'I2 cos(Ø) + |fc'|2 sin(Ø) r2 sin2(0) cos2(0) + 1 
2(arta°h( >+ artanh(
-dr dd
y/\k'\4 4- |fc — fc'|4 
whenever к' ф 0 and к' ф к. The function
f {г'У) = (,..,„|fc'|2 cos(ö) 4- |fc — k'\2 sin(Ø) |fc — k'\2 cos(Ø) + \k'\2 sin(Ø) 
sin(Ø) cos(Ø)
r2 sin2 (9) cos2(0) + 1
is clearly continuous and hence measurable. Sets R and (0, |) are both o- 
compact sets because they are countable unions of compact sets. Hence they 
are also cr-finite measure spaces with Lebesgue measure. We estimate applying 
Fubini’s theorem (Theorem 8.8 in [11]) to obtain
f 1 1 r°° ________ 1___________ t' t"
1 - |fc'|2 I к - fc'|2 J0 Jo \к'\2т' + \k - к'\2т" т'2 + 1 т"2 4
dr'dr" dk'
1 Z" 1 1 coo yoo i т' т"
2 Уж3 |fc'|2 Iк - fc'l2 Уо Уо |fc'|V + |fc - fc'|2r" r'2 + 1 r"2 4 
dr'dT"dk'
i r i i r°° r°° i t' __




1 Г 1 1 y°° y°°________ 1__________ t' t"
2 Укз |fc'|2 |fc - fc'|2 Уд Jo \к'\2т' + |fc — fc'|2r" т'2 + 1 т"2 -t 
dr'dr" dk'
i r i i y°° y°°
+ 2 Аз |fc - fc'|2 |fc'|2 Л Jo
dT'dr"dk'
|fc — fc'|2r' + |fc'|2r" r'2 + 1 r"2 + 1
1 , 1 1 ло° ло° 1 Т' т"
2 Уцз Ifc'l2 |fc-fc'|2 Уо Уо |fc'|2r' + |fc - fc'|2r" r'2 + 1 r"2 + 1
dr'dr" dk'
1
|fc — fc'|2r' + |fc'|2r" r'2 + 1 r"2 4-1
+ 1







|Å/|2 |fc — к'I2 J0 Jo |fc'|2r' + \k — fc'|2r" r'2 + 1 t"2 + 1
1 t' r"
\k'\2 \k - k'\2 Jo Jo \k — к'\2т' + \к'\2т" т'2 + 1 т"2 + 1 
dr'dr" j dk'
1 Г 1 i Г roo .оо 1 r' r"
2 Укз iWlfc-fc'l2 [Уо Jo \к'\2т' + \к-к'\2т" т'2 + 1 г"2 4
dr'dr"
roo у oo
+ -dr'dr" dit'По |fc - /й'|2г' + |fc'|2r" r'2 + 1 r"2 + 1 
1 Г 1 1 У°° г /.oo 1 r' r"




Jo \k — k'\2r' + \k'\2r" r'2 + 1 r"2 + 1
1 Г 1 i poo л°о г i r' r"
2 Укз |fc - fc'|2 Уо Jo [\k'\2r'+ \k-k'\2r" r'2+ lr"2+ 1
+ dr'dr"dk'|fc - fc'|2r' + |fc'|2r" r'2 + 1 r"2 + 1
1 r 1 1 r r r 1
2 У$з ]kf\k- k'\2 Jo Jo [\k'\2r' + \k-k'\2r"
1
-dr'dr" dk'
|fc — fc'|2r' + \k'\2r"\ r'2 + 1 r"2 + 1
1 r 1 1 r°° ñ Г
2 Укз |fc'|2 |fc — fc'|2 Jo Jo [|*'|fc'|2r cos(ô) + — fc'|2rsin(0)
rsin(ô) rcos(0)
I к — fc'|2r cos(0) + |fc'|2r sin(0) 
rdOdrdk'
1 Г _L_____ 1
2 A3 |fc'|2 |fc - k'\2 Jo
r2 sin2(0) + 1 r2 cos2 (в) + 1 
1
|fc'|2 cos(0) + \k — k'\2 sin(ô)
+ |fc — fc'|2 cos (в) + \k'\2 sin(y) 
r2 sin(y) cos(d)
r2 sin2(0)r2 cos2 (9) + r2 sin2 (d) + r2 cos2(0) + 1
-dddrdk1
1 Г 1 1 r° Л Г
2 /„a |fc'|2 |fc - fc'|2 Л Уо [|*'
1
|fc'|2 cos(0) + |fc — k'\2 sin(0)
¡A; — k'\2 cos(0) + \k'\2 sin(9) 
r2 sin(0) cos(0)
r2 sin2(0)r2 cos2(0) + r2 sin2(0) + r2 cos2(0)
dddrdk'
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\k'\2 cos(Ø) 4- \k - к'I2 sin(ö)
|fc — к112 cos(0) + |fc'|2 sin(0) 
sin(Ö) cos(d)
sin2(9)r2 cos2(0) + sin2(0) 4- cos2(0)
-dOdrdk'
+





7r3 \k'\2 1 к - к'I2
1
\k'\2 cos (в) + \k — k'\2 sin(ö) 
sin(0)cos(6) dedrdk,
|Ä: — к'I2 cos(Ø) + \k'\2 sin(0) r2 sin2(0) cos2(6) + 1
1 Г 1 1
2 Укз \k'\2 \k -
+
1
\k'\2 cos(ö) + |fc — к112 sin(ö)
sin(0) cos(ö)








1 f J__ 1 2 [2 + 4
2 У®3 |А:'|2 Ik - k'\2 2 L
Ж
Lv^rM










|fc'|2 |fc — fc'|2 2 |fc|: 
1 1
R3 \k'\2 1 к -к' I2 \k\2
1 1 1
+\k'\2 1 к -к'\2 |fc|2
1 1
1 л
\k'\2 1 к -к' I2 \k\2
1 1 1






ттт + .... s"
dk'
-dk'
- [ — JR3 lfc'1| '|l \k-k'\l |*|: -dk'
dk'e R Vfc^O.
This shows that the expression (4.13) exists for all к Ф 0. We see that it is 
constant over rotations к = Ak and hence has a constant value over any sphere. 
This is a consequence of the change of variables k' = Ak", linearity of A, the 
equation \Ak\ = |fc| and the equation det (A) = 1. We now calculate
1 1/з \k'\2 \ßk - k'\2 J0 Уо \к'\2т' + \ßk — к'\2т" т'2 + 1 т"2 + 1
dT'dT"dk'\ßk\3
Ju* \ßh' 1
\ßk'\2 \ßk — ßk'\2 Уо
1
\ßk'\2T' + \ßk-ßk'\2T"
T'2 + 1 T"2 + 1
dr'dr" ß3dk'\ßky
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Г 1 1 roo roo 1 т'
Уцз ïfcT |fc - fc'|2 /о Л) |к'|2т' + |к-к'|2т"т'2 + 1
dr/dr"d/c'|A:|3
r"2 + 1 
= C Vß>0
to obtain that (4.13) is constant C for every к ф 0. We can now show bound­
edness of T. Assume that и is bounded. We have
\Tu(k,uj)\ = -ns(fc) v v Í Í___1 “(г~1Уе3Ук \k'\2(iui' + u\k'
un(k — к', и — in')
|fc — к' \2(i(u — in') + v\к — fc'|2)
Ifc'l2)
du'dk'ikmen\k\2
Ês(k) s—' sr' í Г um(k',in')¿í У®3 У® ifc'i2^'+ИАН2)
ii„(fc — k',tn - in') . l2
4 ' din dfc îfcmen|k|2
|fc — к'|2(г(сп — tv') + v\к - k'|2)
-П s{k) ttif. Ш
Уаз 7r Ifc'l2^' + I/|/c'|2)
u„(fc — fc',cn — in')
I A: — k'|2(i(in — cv') + v\k — fc'|2) 
3 3
du' dk' ikmen \kf
-П s(fc) v-' í Í um(k',u')¿í “i Ун3 Ук Ifc'l2^' + l/l/c'l2)
un(k — k',in — in')
<













\ " V- [ f Um{k',u')
¿Í “! Укз Ув Ifc'l2N' + v\k'\2)
un(k — k',u — in')
|k — к'|2(г(ш — in') + г>>|к — fc'|2) 
3 3
du'dk' |fc||fc|2
< -ns(fc) EE, ,
n=lm=l Л3 Л
lt„(fc — fc',in — in')
um(fc',in')
|fc — к'|2(г(ш — in') + v\к — fc'|2)




- n5(fc) vví Í \u(k',u>')\
<
n^i n^\ "'R3 “'R l/c'l2litv' +
|fc - fc'|2|i(cv - a/) + i/|fc - к'|2H dk 
_3 3
-ns(fc) " f f____IHJ____“'i Ju3 Jr |fc'|2|iiv' + z/|fc,|2|
|fc — fc'|2|z(cv — u>') + u\k — Å/|2| 
-ns(fc) 9
—^■du' dk'\k\\k\~
K3 J R 
lili

























T'v\k’\2 + r'V|fc - fc'|2
16 
k'\2 Tvu
t'2 + 1 r"2 + 1
-dr'dr"ciit'|fc|3
,,, 16л 288C,, ,,2< 2-9IM|2—C = ——||u||2,
■KV 7TZ/







Iløl I = sup |g(fc,u)| = sup |/(fc)|fc|2| € R. 
k€S,cueR к€Н,ш 6K
This is because / e У3. The estimate (4.14) shows boundedness of T. Fourier 
inversion identity was applied.
4.4 Ll - estimate
We know that convolution has the estimate
||/*slli<ll/llilMli- (4.15)
To show the estimate (4.15), we assume that functions / : R” —» C and g : 
Rra —> C are absolutely Riemann-integrable and / * g exists. We calculate
II/II1MI1 = II0II1II/II1 = / \g(t)\dt [ \f(r)\dT= [ [ \g(t)\dt\f(T)\dT
J R" J R» У R" У$"
= f I/(t)| [ \g(t)\dtdr = [ |/(t)| Í \g(t-T)\dtdT 
J R" J E" J Kn
= Í [ \f(T)\\g{t - T)\dtdr = f [ \f(T)g(t-T)\dtdT,
У®" JE" J8" УК"
[ [ \f(r)\\g(t-T)\dtdT = H/IUIIgllieR.
Ук" Ук"
Sets Rn and R" are ст-compact. The construction is similar to Zn in both cases. 
Hence they are cr-finite measure spaces with Lebesgue measure. Integrand is 
measurable as a product of measurable functions by Theorem 1.9 in [11]. We 
apply Fubini’s theorem (Theorem 8.8 in [11]) to obtain
ll/*g||i =
<
[ \f*g{t)\dt= [ I [ f{r)g(t — r)dr 
Уй" Ун" I У«"
f f \f(r)g(t-T)\drdt
Укп Укп
/ í \f(T)g(t-T)\dtdr = \\fMg\\i- 
Укп Укп
dt
We know that the class L1 is complete and its elements have continuous in­
verse Fourier transforms. In addition, Fourier-domain Id-Cauchy sequence is 
uniformly convergent in spacetime and hence has a pointwise limit. Hence it is 
wise to introduce a formulation for our problem for functions й(к,ш — ia) that 
are absolutely Riemann-integrable for every a € R \ R_. We start from the 
equation (4.2) and calculate





iuj + i/\k\2 ш + v\k\2
-Hs(fc) V V [ [ um(/V,w>n(k-fc^-u/)du/dA;' 
n=lm=iy®3 Л
ik




= —ñs(fc) У] í í um(k' ,u')un(k -k',u - u')du'dk'
J к3 д
ik-mCri . /(^0
¿o; + z/|/c|2 ¿cu + i/|fc|2
We make the change of variables
û(k, и) = u(k, u) - , f}k],,2- (4Л6)
iu + v\k\¿
Boundedness and continuity of ü follows from properties of и handled in Section 
4.1 and the change of variables (4.16). We obtain formulation




¿ ¿ /„, /к a'Wdk‘
ik-m^n 
iu 4- и\к\^
-П S(k)YY [ Í um{k',u')------ fn,[k *? -¿du'dk'
¿[^Jr3Jr Ji(u-u') + v\k-k'\2
ikmGn
iu -f z/|fc|5
-ns(fc)¿¿ [ f -4^
^1^1Jr3 Jr luJ + v\l
r ikmCn
’) fn(k - k')
k'\2 i(u — u') + i/|fc — к'I2
dfc iu + v|fc|¡2’
do;'
(4.17)
where we have omitted tilde for notational convenience. Note that is
the Fourier transform of the solution of the heat equation with initial value field 
u0. Hence substruction by causes initial value fields to cancel, which
makes the difference field continuous in spacetime. We define




T2u(k,u) = -Hs(fc)££ [ [ ^h^lbi2u(k -k',u- u')du'dk' 
n=1 m=1 Jr3 Jr IUJ + U\K I
iu' + v\k'\2
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T3u{k,uj) = -ns(k)Y^ [ [ Um(k ~к'^~ “'\Jn+kv\k'\i<L}'dk'
VE3 VR ш + V\K \
ikjn^n 
Ш + t/|Å|2
,, x _ _nS/ji4 í Í fmW)__________ fn(k - k') ,
9 ’ Jr3 7k îw'-+ u\k'\2 i(uj — o/) + v\k — fc'|2
dA:/ ^km6n iuj + zv|fc|2 
T = Ti+r2 + T3
and obtain the formulation
u(k,w) = Tu(k,Lj) + g(k,uj), к ф 0, tv 6 '
for (4.17).
We define a-norm





This shows positiveness of a-norm. We calculate
IIMIIa = llÀQ2ait||i = ||oTja2u||i = |a|||fia2u||i = |a||||u|||a.
This shows homogeneity of a-norm. We calculate
|||U1 +U2|||a = ||Tia2(u! +и2)||г = ||ria2Ui +TiQ2U2||i
5 I I’Tja2 ^111 T I |’Ti0,2U2111
- IIMU +IMU-
This shows the triangle inequality for a-norm. Assume и = 0. We calculate
IIMHa = ||rte2u||l = ||fieï0||l = ||0||l =0.
Assume ||Mlla = 0- Recall that и(к,ш) was shown to be analytic on the lower 
complex plane Im(tv) < 0 for every к ф 0 and continuous to the boundary R. In 
addition it was assumed to be continuous on Z. This implies fta2u(k, to) = 0 for 
every (fc,tv) € S x R and hence u(k, cv) = 0 on the line Im(iv) = -a2 for every 
к Ф 0. Analyticity and continuity of и to the boundary R now imply и = 0 (see 
respective proof in Section 4.1). Hence we have
it = 0 4=> HMIIa = 0.
This shows that a-norm satisfies norm axioms. We have
= / / \u(k,u — ia2)\dijdk.
Jr3 JR
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The latter integral in the change of order of integration is absolutely in­
tegrable by the rest of the estimate. Hence we apply Theorem 8.8 in [11] to 
obtain
II MU =
í /|-ns(fc)¿¿ f f um{k',u')
Jr3 Jr I ™i Jr3 Jr




iu + a2 + v\k\2
dudk
un(k — k',u - icr — u')du'dk' -
ikmen
iu + a2 + v\k\2
dudk
< f Í I - Hs(fc) f Í u™(k',u')
Jr3 Jr I n=1 m=1 Ук3 Ук
ikm^nun(k - k',u - ia2 - u')du'dk'---------5------гуту





un(fc — k',uj — ia2 — cj')duj'dk' - 
3 3
^m(^' j ^ )
ikm6n
- ns№
гш + a2 + i/|fc|2
E E I / / Um(*'>ÍL,,)
„=lm=ll^3 Уи
dudk
un(k — k',u — ia2 — u')du'dk 
3 3
ikmen
iu + a2 + v\k\2
f f\-Ûs(k) ¿¿ / f \um(k',u')
Jr3 Jr I n=1 m=1 Ук3 Ук
dudk
un(k — k',u — ia2 — u')\du'dk' ——^ ^ nL~,du;dk
к3 Vk
- ns(fc)
гш + a2 + z/|k|2|
ÈÊMf*MkW)
\k„\un(k - k',u — ia2 — u')\du'dk' ------ —r—rrdudk
\iu + or + i/|k|2|
3 3
< [ [ 2 Y"' f f \u(k',u')\\u(k — k',u — ia2 — u')\du'dk'




í i 2 • 9 í i \u{k',и')\\и(к — к',u — ia2 — u')\du'dk' 





< f í 18 í í \u(k',u')\\u(k — k',и - ia2 — u')\du'dk' 
Jr3 J r Jr3 Jr
Oísfv
dudk
= —í í í f \u(k',u')\\u(k — к',u — ia2 — u')\du'dk'
a-s/v J R3 J r Jr3 J r
dujdk
= —7= [ í í [ \u(k' ,u')\\u(k — k',u — ia2 — u')\dudk
Jr3 Jr Jr3 Jr
du'dk'
= —7= f [ \u(k',u')\ í í \u(k — k',u — ia2 — u')\dudk
<*\Jv Jr3 Jr Jr3 Jr
du'dk'
= —^7= í [ \u(k',u')\ f í \u(k,u - ia2)\dudkdu' dk'
а у/и Jr3 Jr Jr3 Jr
= -^7= í í í í \u(k,u — ia2)\dudk\u{k' ,u')\du'dk'
<*\/v Jr3 Jr Jr3 Jr
— -^7= f f \u(k,u — ia2)\dudk í í \u(k',u')\du'dk'
aVu Jr3 Jr Jr3 Jr
— ^7= í í \u(k', u')\du'dk' í í \u(k,u — ia2)\dudk
avv Jr3 Jr Jr3 Jr
18
CL^Jv « 1 «
The latter integral in the change of order of integration is again absolutely 
integrable by the rest of the estimate and we apply Theorem 8.8 in [11] to 
obtain
I = [ Í2-9 [ f , l/(fc/)1 Jr3 Jr Jr3 Jr + v\k'Y
I u(k — k',u — ia2 — u')\du' dk' —
2.9/ if /-Ж1
Jr3 Jr Jr3 Jr Vй' +
|fc|




\u(k — k', и — ia2 — u')\du'dk'—
\iijj + or + v\k\¿
wf f f f l^fc-fc,)l
Jr3 Jr Jr3 Jr l*(w ~ + v\k — k'|2|
\k\
■dudk
\u(k',u' — ia2)\duj'dk' —
I iu + a2 + v\k\2\
18 [ f______ 1*1______ [ /-





u{k' ,u' — ia2) \du' dk' dudk 
1*1/ // /Jr3 Jr Jr3 Jr
I (u - u') + v\k — fc'|2| 
\f(k-k')\
\iu + a2 + v\k\2\ |г(ш — tv') + v\к — fc'|2|
u(k',u' — ia2)\du' dk' dudk
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18 / / / /Jr3 ук ук3 ук !/(*-*')!
\u[k' ,ы' — m2
|i(tv — tv') + i/|fc — fc'|2|
1*1
du'dk'dudk
18 / ///УК3 Л УК3 УК
|it(fc',cv' — га2) I p
|гау + а2 + i/|fc|2
l/(*-*')l
|z(tv — ty') + jy|fc — Å:'|2|
1*1
iuj + a2 + v\k\2\
dudkduj' dk'
18 / / / / Kfc'.tv' -га2)| 
УК3 УК УК3 УК
!/(*-*')!
I ¿(tv — tv') + z/|fc — fc'|2|
1*1
I iuj + а2 + v\k\2
■dujdkdui' dk'
18 í í \u(k',u'-ia2)\ í í —------4
УК3 УН У R3 v/r |ЧШ — ш
!/(*-*')!
) + l/lfc - fc'l2l
1*1




!/(*-*')!18 f f f r 1 /(*-*'
УН3 УК УК3 УК |*(w — ш') + И* — *'|2
оу' — za2)|div'd/c'
|гсу + а2 + у|&|2
uLLLmk-k'mL fcf
|üv + а2 + |у|*|2|
18/ ff l/(*-fc')ll*l /
УН3 УК УК3 УК
dudk\u{k' ,uj' — ia2)|div'dfc'
1
г (су' — tv) + i'lfc' — fc|2
-(^(¿¿^(fc'jty' — ¿a2)|dtv'dfc'
|гсу + а2 + И*!2
181/, /,.|/(t ” L i ¡к-^+ик'-
fc|2
-diydfc|u(fc',a/ — ¿a2)|(iv,dfc'
|¿tv + a2 + ^|*|2|
ialLÙnk-k'mlî^hm>
dudk\u{k' ,bj' — ia2)\du'dk'
|¿(tv' - cv) + — /г|2|
I« / // |/(* - *')ll*l
Уж3 УК УК3
16 í°° r°°___________1___________
7Г 7o Jo T'v\k - k'\2 + т"(а2 + v\k\2)
dr1 dr" dk\u(k', u' — ia2)\duj'dk'
r/2 4-1 т"2 + 1
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118/ // \f(k-k')\\k\
J R3 У R У R3
16
я- Jo Jo у/t"v\k\2yjt'v\k — k'\2 + т"(а2 + i/|fc|2)dr' dr" dk\u{k' ,Lj' — ia2)\duj'dk'т'2 + 1 т"2 + 1
Д/ // 1/(*-*')1
V УК3 v/r v/r3
16 у00 у00____________ 1______________
тг Уо Уо - /с'|2 + т"(а2 4- J/|fc|2)
г" 2
т'2 + 1 т"2 + 1 dr'dr"dk\u(k', а/ — ia2)\du' dk'
4/ // \f(k-kr)\
Vй JR3 УК УК3
16 Г°° Г°°__________1__________
тг Уо Уо (r't/|Å: — /г'|2)*(т"а2)*
r"î
т'2 + i T//2 + i dr,dr"dfc|u(fc,,w' — ¿a2)|du/d/c'
4т / / / \Пк-к')\\к-к'\-*
Q2 1/4 УК3 УН v/r3
1 ß ГОО Г OO / 4 ff 4
— / / —^--------- —-dr'd-T'd/duffe',«' — ia2)|dcv'dfc'
ТГ Уо Уо т + 1 т"2 + 1
44 / / / \f(k-k')\\k~krïа 2 г/ 4 7k у$з
ifi /"°° v I Г00 -т" 4
— / —т-dr' / —5------- dT/,dfc|u(fc,,(v' — ra2)|du/dÅ/
7Г Уо т'2 + 1 Уо т"2 +1
18 16 Г°° t'ï , , у00 т"< , „
а? i/ï тг У, т'2 + 1 Уо т"2 + 1
Ш|/(к — к')||к — к'\~* dk\u(k',ш' — za2)|du/dk'
:3
18 16 у00 т'* , у°° г"* , „
aíi/t тг Уо T^ + l Т Уо т"2 + 1
ml/WHjfcrid/kluCfc'.cv' - ¿a2)|da/dfc'
:3
18 16 у00 t'ï , , у00 т"5 , „аТгД тг У, т'2 + 1 Уо т"2 + 1





I _ Q Z
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Hence we can estimate
ими
un(k — k',uj — ia2 — u>')du)'dk'-
l*T
ikm^n





un(k — k',uj — ia2 — uj')düj'dk'----------- ^--------77-nr duidkK ' iui + a2 + v\k\2
n=l m=














iuj + a2 4- v|A:|2 
/m(*')
dujdk
ik-m^Tlun(k — k',uj — ia2 — u')dh>'dk'\\- 
3 3
) R3 J R I
-П s(k)
iuj + a2 + v\k\2 
fm(k')
duidk
/ ,, z N| |*m| l^nl
un(fc — fc'.a; — га2 — ui')Iduj'dk' — „




I un(k — k',uj — ia2 — —¡—^rdwdfc
I гы + a2 + v\k\2\
< Í / 2 V V / Í
7r3 7s “ “x 7r3 7r Iiui' + v\k'\2
\knI un(k — k',uj — ia2 — ui')\dui' dk' ------- ——^-dujdk
\iui + a2 + v\k\2\
<- ¡.к'ШШт
I u(k — k',ui — ia2 — a/)|dü/dfc' —
1*1
|гш + a2 + t/|fc|2
■dudk
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< f [2.9/ /-JÍÍBL
7r3 7r Уцз 7$ |îw' + и\к'\2 
Iu{k — к', и - ia2 — u')\du'dk' —
1*1







[ [ I - ns(/c) ^2 53 i i um{k-k',uj-ia2 -u') 









um(k - k\u - ¿af - u')du'dk'-------- 5----- ¡777
гш + az +
dudk
< -П s(k) y4 y í i fn(k')¿(¿7e3 7r ¿w' + i/|fc'|2
i¿m(k — k',u — ia2 — (jj')duj'dk'- ikmen
iu 4- a2 + i/|fc|2
dudk
LL\ n5(fc)ISl£l/RJ;Uf
um(fc — k',u — ia2 — u')du'dk'- ikmen
Jr3 Jr3
ns(fc)
iu + a2 + t/|A;|2
\ ^ \ ^ I i f fn{k')
¿i ^ I 7r3 7r ¿tv' + H*'l2
dudk
ikmen




iu + a2 4- i'lfcl2
f fn(k')
dudk
< i iJr3 Уж3 I
(fc — k',u — ia2 — u')du'dk' 11 - 
3 3
- nS(t) ЕЕ
n=l m=l R3 VR





um(fc — k',u — ia2 — u')\ du'dk'—I 11I Ml *m 116n I
iu + a2 4- v\k\2
■dudk
/ r3 Л3
ns(fc) у y í i \fn(k')\
^1^17r37rN' + ^11-'12
Ifcrr
|um(fc — k',u — ia2 — u')\du' dk'—
\iu + a2 + z/|fc|2| dudk
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< í Í 2vf í í ,l/n(fc^L
УR3 У®3 У®3 У® |ív' + t/¡fc'l*'l2l
2 ,/\i i ,/ jiz 1*7/|um(fc - k',u - ia2 — (v')|cLi'cifc'p 
з з
|гш + q2 + i/|fc|2
< í í 2yv f У-ÄL
У®3 У®3 ^ У®3 Ун + И*121
■du dk
|i¿(fc — к',u - ia2 — u')\du'dk'—
1*1
< f ¡ 2-9 í [-Ш1L
У®3 У®3 У®3 У® + И*'12
¿w + ct2 + v\k |2|
= i<
|u(Á: — k',u — ia2 — ci/^du/dÁ/p 
Ci
1*1





We establish the following estimate (4.20) using the Residue Theorem. Set
' ' iu'+ v\k'\2 i(u — u') + a1 + v\k — k'\2'
where a e R \ R_. The convolution over и clearly exists because the integral is 
absolutely convergent by Schwartz inequality. Clearly for every к’ Ф 0, к ф к1, 
ш € R there is Мк,к\ш = 2 max{t/|fc'|2, |w| + a2 + v\к — fc'|2} and C > 0 such 
that the absolute value
for every и’ e С, |o/| > Мк,к\ш- We have lower bound estimates
|q/| > Мк,к\ш = 2 max{i/|fc'|2, |ш| 4- a2 + v\k - Å/|2}
> max{i/|Å/|2, |ív| + q2 + i/|& — fc'|2} > v\k’\2
|a/| > Мк,к\ш = 2 max{i/|fc'|2, |cv| + a2 + ¡/|fc - /c'|2}
> тах{г/|/с'|2, |ш| + a2 + u\к - к'\2} > |ш| + a2 + v\к — к'\2
> \iu + а2 + v\k — к'\2\
and upper bound estimates
\iu + a2 + v\k - k'\2\ < max{t/|fc'|2, |ш| + a2 + v\k — A;'|2}
1 1, „
= 2Мк,к',ш < 2'ш I
v\k'\2 < max{i/|/¡:'|2, |ш| + a2 + v\k — k'\2}
11, „
= 2Мк'к'’ш - 2^ I"
Hence we can estimate
\h(u')\
1 1 




I о/1 — u\k'\2 I а/1 — \iuj + a2 + u\k — k'\2\
1 ioj' + u\k'\2\ 1 i(oj - oj') + q2 + u\k — k'\2\
1 1
\ioj' + I'|/c'|2| 1 — ioj' -Hiv + a2 + v\k ~k'\2\
1 1
II гы'i-nmiii- ioj'\ — |гш + a2 +■ v\k -
i 1
iki -итми-- |iiv + a2 + v\k --fc'|2||
i 1
M Icv'l - i lul UJ112 ,'|2"
We take rectangles with bottom [—M, M] on the real axis and top on the line 
that intersects iM and is parallel to the real axis. We set n = 1 and z\ = iv\k'\2. 
Taking limits of integrals, when M tends to infinity, we notice that integrals over 
those sides of the rectangle, that are not on the real axis, tend to zero. Hence 
we obtain
f 1 1
iw' + v\k'\2 i(oj — a/) + a2 + v\k — k'\2
1.Л2
d/jj' = 27гг ^2 Res [h, Zk\
fc=i
= 2ттг lim (oj' - iv\k'\ ) т , , 1 ,, .j» -7------- у———n----- TTTïï
ioj' + v\k'\2 i(oj — oj') + or + v\k - k'\2
2tt
iuj + a2 + v\k'\2 + v\к — k'\2
We calculate further
|fc'|2 + |fc-fc'|2 = |fc'|2 + \k' - fc|2 = |k' - Ifc + lfc|2 + W -\k- \k\2 
= (*' - \k) • (kf - l-k) + 2(k' - \k) .l-k+\k-\k 
+(k' - \k) ■ (k> - ifc) - 2 (k' - \k) .l-k + \k-\k 
= 2|fc'-ifc|2 + l|fc|2,
u\k'\2+ u\k-k'\2 = u(\k'\2 + |k - fc'l2) = v(2\k' - l-k\2 + Í |fc|2)
= V ■ 2\k'-\k\2 + V ■ \\k\2
= 2v\k'-\k\2+l-v\k\2
and estimate the convolution integral above. We obtain
1
ioj' + v\k'\2 i(oj — oj') + a2 + u\k — k'\2
____________ 2tt____________




|icv + а2 + 2и\к' - |fc|2 + |i/|fc|2| |icv + а2 + ^|fc|2| 
2тт 2тг
|¿iw + a2 + ¿i/|fc|2| |£icv+±а2 + ±í/|fcl2l
4тг
|icv + а2 + t/|fc|2|
The function g in (4.18) is integrable and its а-norm decreases to zero as 
a tends to infinity, which is shown by the following estimate. We recall that 
/ 6 «S3, which implies that / is rapidly decreasing, and change the order of 




' + i/|fc'|2 
ifcmen
i(u - а/) + а2 + v\к — fc'l2 iu + a2 + v\k\2
dudk
fn(k - k1) duj'dk'
\k'\2
ikmGn
i(u) - cv') + Q2 + u\k — k'\2 iuj + a2 + z/|fc|2
Iduidk
- /„, /, I - 41 tt i, - и /„ ^
duj'dk'
ikmen
i(u> — lj') + a2 + i/\k — k'\2 icv + a2 + u\k\2
Idiodk
< f /l-ПS(k) ¿ ¿ f fm(k')fn(k-k') í 1
Уж3 У к I П=1 то=1 Уж3 Уж ш +v\k\
duj'dk' lkm. Gr \duidk
i(uj — cv') + a2 + u\k — k'\2 iu + a2 + v\k\2




i(cv — cv') + a2 + v|fc — fc'|2 úv + a2 + v\k\2
[ ( I - ns(fc) ¿¿I / /m(fc/)/n(fc - k') [ 1■
Уж3 Уж I ^ I Ун3 Ум ш + 171* I
1
<








i(cv — cv') + a2 + u\k — fc'|2
icv + a2 + u\k\2
t ir, 1 l/”(t'>/"(i ■t-) L üTTW?
du' dk ymllenl , dk
|zcv + cr + z/|fc|2|
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1[ /|-П5№ ЕЕ / \fm(k')
JwJrI n=lm=iJ «3I
1








itv + a2 + i/|fc|2|
Ш|/т(*')Н/п(*-*')1 ■3




itv + a2 + u\k\2\ |icv + a2 + v\k\2
■dujdk





|itv + a2 + v\k\2\ |itv + a2 + v\k\2 
3 3
■deuidk
4tt< [ Í2YY í \f(k')\\f(k-k%.




I itv + a2 + И*12
f [ 2 9 / |/(*')||/(*-*')Ь
7r3 vr 7r3 I*1
^ — deutdk
4tt
|itv + a2 + i/|fc|2
djfe'
|itv + a2 + t/|fc|2|
< 72n í [ f \f(k')\\f(k-k')\ * dk'
Л3 7r /r3 |ítv + a2 + I/|fc|2|
^ —rdudk
|itv + a2 + И*121
3 Jí 
1*1
= 72ТГ í ¡ f —-l——\m\\f(k-k')\dk'
Jm3JmJm3 |ítv + o:2+ t/|*|2|
dujdk
|itv + a2 + i/|fc|2|
= 72ТГ í f 1 í \f(k')\\f(k-k')\dk'
JR3 VR |гш + a + И*П VR3 
-dudk
1*1
|itv + a2 + z/|fc|2|
= 72тг/ ff \f(k')\\f(k-k')\dk' 1




jitv + С*2 + ^|*|2|
72 tt [ ff \f{k')\\f{k-k’)\dk
Jm3 Jm J m3 |ztv + a2 + t/|fc|2|2
72ТГ [ f \f(k')\\f(k-k')\dk' [ - 
J r3 7r3 7r P
1*1






duidk72ТГ [ f WWik-WW f ~¡-
Jr3 Jr3 Jr + (er + р\к\2\у
72ТГ í f \m\\f(k -k')\dk' W f -¿тdu/dk
J r3 Jr 3 ûr 4* cj ^ + 1
72ТГ [ f l/(fcO||/(fc - fcOldfc7 У1 dfc
Jr3 Jr3 a2 + v\k\2
72ТГ2 f [ \f(k')\\f(k-k')\dk'
7r3 Jr3 cr + t'Ifcp
72тr2 / [ \f(k')\\f(k-k')\dk'-^dk
J R3 J r3 a vi/
f [ \f{.k')\\f{k-k')\dk'dk 
a-sjv J r3 7r3
[ [ \f(k')\\f(k-k')\dkdk'
Oiyjv yR3 Jr3
Í l/(*')l / |/(fc-*')|dMfc'
7r3 7r3
[ i/(*')i [ \m\dkdk1
OtyjV Ju3 Ущз
^5= Í Í \№\dk\f(k')\dk'Oly/V JR3 yR3
[ \m\dk [ \f(k')\dk'
& Vй J R3 J R3
Í \m\dk'[ i/(fc)idfc = ^n/n2.
aVI/ V®3 7r3
(4.20)
We see that the sum T2 + Г3 of T becomes contractive for large values 
of a. In addition |||g|||a —> 0, when a —► 00. Boundedness of Ti was not 
shown. Numerical experiments support the theory that Ti is unbounded in norm 
(4.19), which allows divergent iteration with too big initial values. The theory 
apphes equation (4.18) in the lower complex plane. However, the transformed 
operator was analyzed successfully. Also linearization of T\, where one
of convolution factors is replaced by constant function, can be easily proved to 





The aim of this part of the work is to derive a numerical method for computation 
of incompressible flow. The method is written for the two-dimensional equation
v(x,t) = f vp(x - x') 1 ne~i^dx'
У®" у 47Г1d
+ f f —P2{v • V)u(x — x\ t — t)—— drdx',(5.1)
Jк« Jo \JAtivt
where n = 2, that is, for the equation (2.28). The only highly successful thing 
was the computation of the projection P2, that is implemented using equations 
(2.13) and (2.14). Differential operators were defined in an orthogonal and 
uniform grid by their difference approximations and they were calculated using 
their Fourier-domain representations, where Fourier transform was replaced by 
DFT.
5.1 Motivation for numerical experiment
In my mathematics special assingment [12] I discovered the following way to 
solve the Dirichlet problem
J Au = 0 fl 
\ и = f d fl ’ (5.2)
where we assume that the boundary is smooth, that is, it has a smooth periodic 
parametric representation r : R —» R2. Definitions
imply
ЛИ = / ifida,
Jan
(М)И = л(уи (5.3)
uA = /Л
w * uA = w * /Л, (5.4)
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where —w is the Poisson kernel. Now definitions
Tu = w * uA, 
g = w*/Л
lead to the equation
Tu = g, (5.5)
where T is symmetric and positive semidefinite. I applied fixed point iteration
un+1 = un - a(Tun - g). (5.6)
to the equation (5.5) with a suitably small a > 0. The method (5.6) for prob­
lem (5.2) was slow, but it applied numerical representation efficiently. The 
code applied an iteration loop and memory allocation status was designed to 
remain unchanged during iteration. Error decreased to numerical noise defined 
by digital representation specifications.
5.2 Iteration method and its behaviour
I decided to try the method (5.6) for (5.1) and wrote
un+1 = un — a(un — g — Tun),
where
Tv(x, t) - /7-Jo Jr2 Рз(и • V)v(x — x',t — t') w(x' , t') dx'dt',
Tv(x, 0) = 0,
g{x,t) = / vo(x — x')w(x', t)dx', t > 0,
Jr2
g(x, 0) = u0(x).
Here w is the heat kernel with the expression
1 _i*il
w(x,t) = " • 2e 4l,t , t> 0.
Recall that projections P\ and P2 have expressions
P\v = VA-1V • u, 
p2v = v — PiV.
Initial guess u° = g was applied instead of u° = 0. The iteration (5.7) be­
haved similarly to the iteration (5.6), that is, it seemed to behave in a favourable 
way with small a:s and blow up for large a:s. Residual error decrease seemed 
to be linear and not superlinear in both cases.
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5.3 Source code and results
Numerical experiment applied the code below.
function state = code0
DATA - Vhome/Jvihtane/tests/testé/data*; 
CODE ■ '/home/jvihtane/tests/test4/code’ ;
X Definition of discrete partial differentiation
dx - zerosdx(2.1,l) - -1; dx(*,l,l) - 1$
dy - zeros(N,N,M); dy(l,2,l) » -1; dyCl.M.l) - 1;
dt - zeros(N,N,N); dt(i,l,2) - -1; dt(l.l,M) - 1;
X Definition of discrete laplace operator
D - lifts(fft3(dx).*f f t3(dx)*fft3(dy).*fft3(dy));
DO - l/N*3*ones(N,N,N) + D;
X Smoothening functions
phix - zeros(N,M,N) 
phiy - zeros(N.N.N) 
phit =■ zeros (N,M,N)
phixdf.l.l) - l;
phiy(l,*,l) - 1; 
phit(l,l,N) - l;
phix(1,1,1) - 2 
phiy(1,1,1) - 2 
phit(1,1,1) - 2
phix(2,1,1) - 1; 
phiy(l,2,l) = 1; 
phitd.1,2) - 1;
phi = ifft3(fft3(phix).*fft3(phiy).*fft3(phit));
X Cut functions that prevent periodic disturbance over tine
X 10 is suitable for Volterra kernel convolution and is applied for heat kernel convolution
10 =» zeros(M,N,N); X0(:, ;,3: (I-6)/2) - ones(N,N, (N-9)/2) ; tO =* zeros(N.N.N) ;
XI - zeros(N,N,N); Xl(:,:,2;(N-3)/2) - ones(N,N,(N-5)/2); tO(:,;,l) - ones(N,N);
X Construction of zero mean data with values — c_l on a line and values - c_2 outside of the line
data - zeroed,*,*) ; datad:8,1,1) - 1; data(N-6:N,l,l) - 1; 
data - Ifft3(fft3(phi),*fft3(phi).*fft3(data)).*t0; 
data = data - sun(su*(sub(data)))/N"3;
X Definition of heat kernel
d - l/N-3*onesd,M,M); d(l,l,l) - 1-1ЛГЗ; 
e - ifft3(fft3(d)./fft3(dt-l/e*D0));
X Transformations of partial differential, laplace and heat operators, transfonnations of derivatives of the 
X laplace operator
fft3dx - fft3(dx); fft3D0 - fft3(D0); 
fft3dy - fft3(dy); fft3w » fft3(v); 
fft3dt - fft3(dt);
fft3dx_fft3D0 - f f 13dx./fft3D0; 
fft3dy_fft3D0 - fft3dy./fft3D0; 
fft3dt_D0 = fft3dt-fft3D0;
X Iteration parameter 
alpha - le-1;
X Differentiation of data <data>, definition of x- and y-conponents of the initial data u_0
uOx ■ l/88*ifft3(fft3(e).*fft3(dy).*fft3(data)); ux - uOx; ux(:,;,(M-l)/2:end) - 0; resx - zeros(N,M,N); 
uOy - -l/8B*ifft3(fft3(e),*fft3(dx).*fft3(data)); uy - uOy; uy(:,;,(H-l)/2:end) - 0; resy - zeroed,M,M);
for 1-1:2*14
X Field F - (Fx,Fy)
X Sybbol d - \cdot \nabla (does not override the definition of partial differential operators)
X DP is longitudinal projection times 1/38 
X CP is transversal projection times 1/38
udux - ux.*ifft3(fft3dx.*fft3(ux))+uy.*ifft3(fft3dy.»fft3(ux)) ; 
uduy - ux.*ifft3(fft3dx.*fft3(uy))*uy.•ifft3(ff13dy.*fft3(uy)) ;
X Longitudinal projection (DPudux.DPuduy) and transversal projection (CPudux.CPuduy) of the field (ux,uy)
DPudux = ifft3(fft3dx_fft3D0.»(fft3dx.*fft3(udux)+fft3dy.*fft3(uduy))); CPudux - udux - DPudux;
DPuduy - ifft3(fft3dy_fft3D0.*(fft3dx■*fft3(udux)+fft3dy.*fft3(uduy))); CPuduy — uduy - DPuduy;
X Residual of the field (ux,uy), next iteration element
resx - (ifft3(fft3(ux),/fft3e)+CPudux).«XO; ux - ux - alpha*(ux-u0x+lfft3(fft3w.*fft3(CPudux.*X0))).eXl 
resy - (ifft3(fft3(uy)./fft3e)»CPuduy).«XO; uy - uy - alpha*(uy-u0y»ifft3(fft3w.*fft3(CPuduy.*X0))),*X1
X Residual norm calculations and database update
resv = sqrt(sum(sum(resx.*conj(resx)»resy.*conj(resy)))); 
err(l) - log(sqrt(sum(sum(sum(resv.*conj(resv)))))) ; 
fprintf(1,*Xe\n',exp(err(i))) ;
if i/16 — floor(i/16)
datai - ox; data3 = resv;
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data2 * uy; data4 - err;
fprintf(1,'Writing . .An*) ; 
cd(DATA);




function state = vieedataSO
DATA - '/home/jvihtana/teats/test4/data';
CODE = '/hoae/jrihtane/tests/teet4/eode';










phit - zeros(N,N,N); phit(1,1,*) - li phit(1,1,1) - 2; phit(l,l,2) - i;
datai - real(ifft3(fft3(phit).*fft3(datai))); 
data2 - real(ifft3(fft3(phit).*fft3(data2))) ;
figure(3); 
plot(data4);
print -deps residual9.eps 




ml - max(max(abs(real(fftahift(datai(:,:,l*(k-l)+l)))))) ; 
m2 - max(max(aba(real(fftahift(data2(:,:,l*(k-l)+l)))))) ; 
fprintf(1,'%d\n',k-1);
it mod(k, 10) — 1 
p - (k-1)/10;
q - ((*-5)/2-mod((*-6)/2,10))/10*1; 
figure(S); subplot(2,q,p*l); colormap(map);
imagesc(transpose(real(fftahift(datai(:,l*(k-l)*l)))),[-ml ml]); 
xlabel(street('Maximum M - ',num2str(ml))); pbaspect([2,2,1]); axis xy;
figure(5); subplot(2,q,p*q*l); colormap(map);
imagesc(transpose(real(fftahift(data2(:,;,l*(k-l)+l)))),[-m2 m2]); 
xlabel(street(’Maximum H - ',num2str(m2))); pbaspectC[2,2,1]); axis xy;
figure(l); coloreap(map);
imagesc(transpose(real(fftahift(datai(:,:,l*(k-l)*l)))),[-ml ml]); 
title(strcat('Maximum M = ’,num2str(ml))); 
axis xy; axis square;
figure(2); colormap(map);
imagesc(transpose(real(fftahift(data2(:,:,l*(k-l)♦!)))),[-m2 m2]); 
title(street(’Maximum M = ',num2str(m2))); 
axis xy; axis square;
drawnow;
























Figure 5.1: Field components x and y at t=0, t=10 and t=20. Space unit is 
meter m, time unit second s and velocity unit meters per second m/s.
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